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STATISTICAL RELATIONAL LEARNING

by

WU-JUN LI

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

ABSTRACT

To simplify modeling procedures, traditional statistical machine learning methods al-

ways assume that the instances are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). How-

ever, it is not uncommon for some real-world data, such as web pages and research papers,

to contain relationships (links) between the instances. Different instances in such data

are correlated (linked) with each other, which implies that the common i.i.d. assumption

is unreasonable for such relational data. Hence, naively applying traditional statistical

learning methods to relational data may lead to misleading conclusions about the data.

Statistical relational learning (SRL), which attempts to perform learning and inference

in domains with complex relational structures, has become an emerging research area

because relational data widely exist in a large variety of application areas, such as web

mining, social network analysis, bioinformatics, economics and marketing. The existing

mainstream SRL models extend traditional graphical models, such as Bayesian networks

and Markov networks, by eliminating their underlying i.i.d. assumption. Some typical

examples of such SRL models include relational Bayesian networks, relational Markov

networks, and Markov logic networks. Because the dependency structure in relational

data is typically very complex, structure learning for these relational graphical models

is often very time-consuming. Hence, it might be impractical to apply these models to

large-scale relational data sets.

In this thesis, we propose a series of novel SRL models, called relational factor models

(RFMs), by extending traditional latent factor models from i.i.d. domains to relational

domains. These proposed RFMs provide a toolbox for different learning settings: some

xii



of them are well suited for transductive inference while others can be used for inductive

inference; some of them are parametric while others are nonparametric; some of them can

be used to model data with undirected relationships while others can be used for data with

directed relationships. One promising advantage of our RFMs is that there is no need for

time-consuming structure learning and the time complexity of most of them is linear to the

number of observed links in the data. This implies that our RFMs can be used to model

large-scale data sets. Experimental results show that our models can achieve state-of-the-

art performance in many real-world applications such as linked-document classification

and social network analysis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

To simplify modeling procedures, traditional statistical machine learning (ML) methods

are always based on two assumptions about the data. One assumption is that all the

instances have the same set of attributes and can be represented as feature vectors all

of the same dimensionality. Data represented in this form are referred to as flat data

or propositional data (Getoor & Taskar, 2007). The other assumption is the so-called

i.i.d. assumption, which means that the instances are assumed to be independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.). 1

However, these two assumptions in traditional ML are unreasonable for relational

data (Getoor & Taskar, 2007) in which the instances are linked (i.e., related) to each other.

Statistical relational learning (SRL) (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), which tries to perform

learning and inference from relational data, has attracted many researchers’ interests

recently due to its wide applications. This thesis focuses on SRL problems.

In the following content of this chapter, we first introduce some basic concepts about

relational data and SRL. Then, we present the motivation and summarize the main con-

tributions of this thesis. Finally, we outline the organization of the whole thesis.

1.1 Relational Data

Relational data refer to those kinds of data in which the instances are linked (i.e., re-

lated) to each other. The instances in a relational data set can either be homogeneous

or heterogeneous. For example, a data set collected from a university may contain pro-

fessors, students, courses, and their corresponding attribute information. Obviously, the

instances in this data set are heterogeneous. There exist many different kinds of relation-

ships between the instances. For example, there are supervising relationships between

professors and students, and there are taking relationships between students and courses.

If we consider a subset which only consists of the student instances, we can say that the

instances in this subset are homogeneous. In this subset of students, there also exist many

relationships, such as the friendship relationships between the students.

1We use the terms ‘instances’, ‘entities’ and ‘objects’ interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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1.1.1 Representation

As in (Singh, 2009), we use similar terminologies as those in entity-relationship models

(Chen, 1976) to describe a relational data set. More specifically, a relational data set

contains a set of entities (i.e., instances) which can be divided into T different types

(E1, E2, · · · , ET ), and a set of relations2 each of which can be represented by a matrix.

A relation can exist between either the entities of the same type or the entities of two

different types. For example, in the above data set of a university, there are at least

three entity types: professors (E1), students (E2), and courses (E3). Assume there are

ni entities of type Ei. The friendship relation between students can be represented by

an n2 × n2 matrix whose (i, j) entry represents the friendship between students i and

j. The supervising relation between professors and students can be represented by an

n1×n2 matrix whose (i, j) entry represents whether professor i is a supervisor of student

j. There may exist multiple relations over the same types. For example, besides the

friendship relation, there also exists a roommate relation between students. Like the

friendship relation, the roommate relation can also be represented by an n2×n2 matrix but

these two matrices have different entry values. More formally, the kth relation between

Ei and Ej can be defined as Rk
ij : Ei × Ej → Uk, where Uk can be R or other sets like

{0, 1}. Note that here we overload Ei to refer to the set of entities of type Ei, and Ei × Ej
denotes the Cartesian product between two sets Ei and Ej. Although in real applications,

there may exist relations with order higher than two, such as the three-order relation

Rk
ijp : Ei × Ej × Ep → Uk, in this thesis we only focus on binary relations like Rk

ij between

entities.

From the above definition of a relation, we can divide relations into the following three

categories:

• Undirected relation: An undirected relation can only be defined over the same

type of entities. An undirected relation is also called a symmetric relation because

A(i, j) = A(j, i) if A is the matrix representing an undirected relation. For example,

the roommate relation is an undirected relation because if i is a roommate of j, j is

also a roommate of i.

• Directed relation: A directed relation can only be defined over the same type of

entities. A directed relation is also called an asymmetric relation because typically

A(i, j) 6= A(j, i) if A is the matrix representing a directed relation. For example,

2Note that a relationship refers to a link or edge between two instances, while “a relation” refers to a
set of relationships between either the entities of the same type or the entities of two different types,
which is similar to “a table” in database terminology. This definition of a relation is also similar to
that in (Kemp et al., 2006; Sutskever et al., 2009)
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a paper citation relation is a directed relation because a paper can be cited by but

cannot cite papers which are published later than it.

• Bipartite relation: In a bipartite relation, there are two different types of entities.

Relationships can only exist from one type to the other. For example, the supervising

and taking relations in the above university case are bipartite relations. Another

example is from collaborative filtering (CF) (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005; Zhen

et al., 2009). In CF, there are two types of entities, one being users and the other

being items. The entries in the relation matrix record the rating values on the items

by the users.

In flat data, the instances are always represented as feature vectors all of the same

dimensionality. A set of these instances can be represented by an n × d matrix where

n is the number of instances and d is the number of attributes. Hence, a flat data set

can be seen as a bipartite relation if we treat the attributes as another type of entities.

Similarly, the attribute information in relational data can also be treated as bipartite

relations. Hence, a relational data set can be fully represented by a set of matrices each

of which describes a relation.

1.1.2 Homophily and Stochastic Equivalence

Homophily and stochastic equivalence are two primary features of interest in social net-

works (or called graphs) which contain only one type of entities (Wasserman & Katherine,

1994; Hoff, 2007). A graph containing only one type of entities can be either directed

or undirected. If it is directed, it is actually a directed relation. Otherwise, it is an

undirected relation. In a graph, if a link is more likely to exist between two nodes with

similar characteristics than between those nodes having different characteristics, we say

the graph exhibits homophily. For example, two individuals are more likely to be friends

if they share common interests. Hence, a friendship graph has the feature of homophily.

On the other hand, if the nodes of a graph can be divided into groups where members

within a group have similar patterns of links, we say this graph exhibits stochastic equiv-

alence. The web graph has such a feature because some nodes can be described as hubs

which are connected to many other nodes called authorities but the hubs or authorities

are seldom connected among themselves. For stochastic equivalence, the property that

members within a group have similar patterns of links also implies that if two nodes link

to or are linked by one common node, the two nodes are most likely to belong to the same

group.

Examples of homophily and stochastic equivalence in directed graphs are illustrated in

Figure 1.1, where the locations in the 2-dimensional space denote the characteristics of the
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points (nodes). From Figure 1.1(a), we can see that a link is more likely to exist between

two points close to each other, which is the property of homophily. In Figure 1.1(b), the

points form three groups associated with different colors, and the nodes in each group

share similar patterns of links to nodes in other groups, but the nodes in the same group

are not necessarily connected to each other. This is the property of stochastic equivalence.

Note that in a graph exhibiting stochastic equivalence, two points close to each other are

not necessarily connected to each other and connected points are not necessarily close to

each other, which is different from the property of homophily.

In this thesis, we call links in a graph exhibiting homophily homophily links, and call

links in a graph exhibiting stochastic equivalence SE links.

(a) homophily (b) stochastic equivalence

Figure 1.1: Homophily and stochastic equivalence in networks.

1.2 Statistical Relational Learning

Relational data can be found in such diverse application areas as web mining (Chakrabarti

et al., 1998; Castillo et al., 2007; Nallapati et al., 2008; Chang & Blei, 2009), bioinformatics

(Vert, 2009), social network analysis (SNA) (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994; Chang et al.,

2009; Yang et al., 2009a, 2009b), and marketing (Hill et al., 2006, 2007). Both assumptions

of traditional statistical ML methods may be violated in relational data. In relational data,

there may be heterogeneous instances, which means that instances have different types

and different types of instances have different kinds of attributes. For example, in the

above university data set, the attributes for professors and those for courses are typically

different. Furthermore, some instances in such data are correlated (i.e., linked) with each

other, which implies that the common i.i.d. assumption is unreasonable for such relational

4



data. For example, if two students are friends, it is highly likely that they like to attend

similar school activities. Another example is about the paper citation graph, where a

citation/reference relationship between two papers provides a very strong evidence for

them to belong to the same topic. Hence, naively applying traditional statistical learning

methods to relational data may lead to misleading conclusions about the data.

Recently, SRL (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), which tries to perform learning and inference

in domains with complex relational structures, has attracted many researchers’ interests.

Besides the statistical ML community, SRL has also been pursued by many other commu-

nities, such as inductive logic programming (ILP) (Muggleton, 1991) community and data

mining community. In ILP community, SRL is called probabilistic logic learning (Raedt

& Kersting, 2003). In data mining community, SRL is always called multi-relational data

mining (Dzeroski, 2003; Domingos, 2003). Some typical SRL tasks (Getoor & Diehl,

2005) include: collective classification (Macskassy & Provost, 2007; Sen et al., 2008), link

prediction (Taskar et al., 2003), link-based clustering (i.e., social community detection)

(Wasserman & Katherine, 1994), and collective entity resolution (Bhattacharya & Getoor,

2007) and so on.

Most existing SRL models (Neville, 2006; Getoor & Taskar, 2007) assume that in a

relational data set there exists at least one relation, either directed or undirected, defined

over the same type of entities. Actually, it is the relations defined over the same type of

entities that make the linked instances correlated rather than i.i.d. Hence, in this thesis,

unless otherwise stated, we assume there exists at least one relation defined over the same

type of entities in a relational data set.

1.3 Motivation

According to the representation formalisms, the existing mainstream SRL models can be

divided into two categories (Getoor & Taskar, 2007): logic-based (i.e., rule-based) models

and frame-based (i.e., object-oriented) models. The logic-based models are also called

probabilistic logic models (PLMs), and the frame-based models are also called probabilistic

relational models (PRMs) (Neville & Jensen, 2007). 3

PLMs extend traditional ILP models to support probabilistic reasoning in the first-

order logic environment. Typical PLMs include Bayesian logic programs (BLPs) (Kersting

& Raedt, 2001) and Markov logic networks (MLNs) (Richardson & Domingos, 2006).

BLPs can be viewed as a combination of ILP and Bayesian networks, and MLNs can be

3In many papers, such as (Friedman et al., 1999; Getoor et al., 2002), the term PRMs refers to a specific
kind of models called relational Bayesian network in recent literatures (Neville & Jensen, 2007). In
this thesis, we use PRMs to refer to the general frame-based relational models, just the same as the
convention in (Neville & Jensen, 2007).
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seen as a combination of ILP and Markov networks.

PRMs extend traditional graphical models, such as Bayesian networks and Markov

networks, by eliminating their underlying i.i.d. assumption. For example, relational

Bayesian networks (RBNs) (Getoor et al., 2002) adapt Bayesian networks to relational

domains, and relational Markov networks (RMNs) (Taskar et al., 2002) are relational

extensions of Markov networks. Other PRMs include relational dependency networks

(RDNs) (Neville & Jensen, 2007), and probabilistic entity-relationship models (PERs)

(Heckerman et al., 2004).

As stated by Cussens James in Chapter 9 of (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), it is very hard (or

time-consuming) to perform structure learning for these relational graphical models like

PLMs and PRMs. Even in traditional graphical models for flat data, structure learning

is also very hard. Since the dependency structure in relational data is far more complex

than that in flat data, structure learning for PLMs and PRMs will be much harder than

that for traditional graphical models. This main drawback of relational graphical models

has also been found by (Xu et al., 2006; Xu, 2007) and (Sutskever et al., 2009). Hence, it

might be impractical to apply these relational graphical models to large-scale relational

data sets.

1.4 Main Contributions

In this thesis, we propose a series of novel SRL models, called relational factor models

(RFMs), by extending traditional latent factor models (LFMs) (Bartholomew & Knott,

1999; Memisevic, 2008) 4 from i.i.d. domains to relational domains.5 These RFMs are

briefly introduced as follows:

• Relation regularized matrix factorization (RRMF): Matrix factorization (MF), such

as latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Deerwester et al., 1990), is a very hot topic in

machine learning and other related areas due to its wide applications in document

analysis, image analysis, and CF. Some relational data, such as web pages and re-

search papers, contain relational (i.e., link) structure among instances in addition to

textual content information 6. Traditional MF methods have been successfully used

4In (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999), LFMs are actually called latent variable models (LVMs) or factor
analysis. In this thesis, we use LFMs and LVMs interchangeably.

5As stated above, a relational data set can be represented as a set of matrices. In this thesis, we focus
on some simple data sets with only one or two matrices. More specifically, if the instances in a data
set have attributes, this data set will contain two matrices, one about the attribute information and
the other about the relationships between instances. Otherwise, if the instances have no attributes,
the data set will contain only one matrix which is about the relationships between instances. Based on
our models developed for one or two matrices, it is easy to extend them to model complex relational
data sets with more than two matrices, which will be discussed in Chapter 8.

6In some chapters of this thesis, we use document classification as a running example for relational
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to map either content information or relational information into a lower-dimensional

latent space for subsequent processing. However, how to simultaneously model both

the relational information and the content information effectively with an MF frame-

work is still an open research problem. We propose a novel MF method, called

RRMF, for relational data analysis. By using relational information to regularize

the content MF procedure, RRMF seamlessly integrates both the relational infor-

mation and the content information into a principled framework. We propose a

linear-time learning algorithm with convergence guarantee to learn the parameters

of RRMF.

• Probabilistic relational PCA (PRPCA): Projection methods, such as principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) and probabilistic PCA (PPCA) (Tipping &

Bishop, 1999), have been widely used to explore the structure of a high-dimensional

data set by mapping the data set into a low-dimensional space via a projection (or

called transformation) matrix. One crucial assumption made by traditional projec-

tion methods is that the instances are i.i.d. However, this common i.i.d. assumption

is unreasonable for relational data. By explicitly modeling covariance between in-

stances as derived from the relational information, we propose a novel probabilistic

projection method, called PRPCA, for relational data analysis. Although the i.i.d.

assumption is no longer adopted in PRPCA, the learning algorithms for PRPCA

can still be devised easily like those for PPCA which makes explicit use of the i.i.d.

assumption. Experiments on real-world data sets show that PRPCA can effectively

utilize relational information to dramatically outperform PCA.

• Sparse probabilistic relational projection (SPRP): The results learned by PRPCA

lack interpretability because each principal component is a linear combination of

all the original variables. We propose a sparse version of PRPCA, called SPRP, to

learn a sparse projection matrix for relational dimensionality reduction. The spar-

sity in SPRP is achieved by imposing on the projection matrix a sparsity-inducing

prior such as the Laplace prior or Jeffreys prior. An expectation-maximization

(EM) (Dempster et al., 1977) algorithm is derived to learn the parameters of SPRP.

Compared with PRPCA, the sparsity in SPRP not only makes the results more

interpretable but also makes the projection operation much more efficient without

compromising its accuracy. Furthermore, compared with traditional sparse projec-

tion methods based on the i.i.d. assumption, SPRP can learn a more discriminative

projection by explicitly modeling the covariance between instances.

data analysis. Hence, for convenience of illustration, the specific term ‘content information’ is used to
refer to the feature vectors describing the instances. However, the algorithms devised in this thesis
can be applied to any relational data in which the instance feature vectors can represent any attribute
information.
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• Latent Wishart processes (LWP): Kernel methods (Schölkopf & Smola, 2002), such

as support vector machine (SVM) (Schölkopf & Smola, 2002) and kernel PCA

(KPCA) (Schölkopf et al., 1998), are widely used in many applications. One main

concern towards kernel methods is on their sensitivity to the choice of kernel func-

tion or kernel matrix which characterizes the similarity between instances. Wishart

processes (Zhang et al., 2006) have been successfully used to learn kernels for flat

data. In relational data, the relational information often provides strong hints on the

correlation (i.e., similarity) between instances. We propose a novel relational kernel

learning model, called LWP, to learn the kernel function for relational data. This is

done by seamlessly integrating the relational information and input attributes into

the kernel learning process.

• Generalized latent factor model (GLFM): All the above models, including RRMF,

PRPCA, SPRP and LWP, can only model data with undirected relationships. To

model data with directed relationships using these models, we have to transform

directed relationships into undirected ones with some preprocessing procedures.

Recently, the multiplicative latent factor model (MLFM) (Hoff, 2009), has been

proposed to model social networks with directed relationships. In social networks,

homophily and stochastic equivalence (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994; Hoff, 2007)

are two primary features of interest. Although MLFM can capture stochastic equiv-

alence, it cannot model well homophily in networks. However, many real-world net-

works exhibit homophily or both homophily and stochastic equivalence, and hence

the network structure of these networks cannot be modeled well by MLFM. We

propose a novel model, called GLFM, for social network analysis by enhancing

homophily modeling in MLFM. We devise a minorization-maximization (MM) al-

gorithm (Lang et al., 2000) with linear-time complexity and convergence guarantee

to learn the model parameters.

All the above RFMs (RRMF, PRPCA, SPRP, LWP, GLFM) are based on the method-

ology of latent factor modeling (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; Memisevic, 2008), which

is totally different from the methodology for existing mainstream SRL models like PLMs

and PRMs. Hence, our RFMs provide an alternative way to model relational data. Com-

pared with PLMs and PRMs, one promising advantage of our RFMs is that there is no

need to perform time-consuming structure learning at all and the time complexity of most

of them (except LWP) is linear to the number of observed links in the data 7. This implies

that our RFMs can be used to model large-scale data sets.

7In the complexity analysis of our RFMs, sometimes we say that the time complexity is linear to the
number of instances rather than observed links. This is also true because typically the number of
observed links is a constant multiple of the number of instances due to the sparsity of the networks.
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The connections and differences between our RFMs are illustrated in Figure 1.2. More

specifically, our RFMs can be categorized into two main classes according to whether they

can model directed relationships or not. All the models in the class undirected relation

modeling cannot be straightforwardly used to model directed relationships. We have to

resort to preprocessing procedures to transform directed relationships into undirected

ones if we want to use them for data with directed relationships. On the contrary, GLFM

provides a way to directly model data with directed relationships. The models in the class

undirected relation modeling can be further categorized according to two dimensions. One

dimension is about whether the model is parametric or nonparametric, and the other di-

mension is about whether the model can be used to perform transductive or inductive

inference. Note that typically most parametric models can be used for inductive infer-

ence. Hence, in this thesis, we do not design parametric models specially for transductive

inference. The advantages and disadvantages of all the RFMs will be compared in Section

8 after we have introduced all the models, and some guidelines to choose between them

for different learning problems will also be provided there. Therefore, the proposed RFMs

in this thesis provide a toolbox for different learning settings in SRL.

undirected relation modeling directed relation modeling

transductive inductive

parametric

nonparametric

PRPCA 
(Chap. 4)

SPRP 
(Chap. 5)

LWP
(Chap. 6)

RRMF
(Chap. 3)

GLFM
(Chap. 7)

Figure 1.2: The connections and differences between our RFMs.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces some background knowledge, including a brief literature review

of SRL, traditional latent factor models (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999), and matrix variate

distributions (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).
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Chapter 3 presents the RRMF model, including its model formulation, parameter

learning and experimental results on real applications.

Chapter 4 presents the PRPCA model, including its model formulation, parameter

learning, and experimental performance on linked-document classification.

Chapter 5 introduces the sparse version of PRPCA, called SPRP, which can learn

interpretable results for relational dimensionality reduction.

Chapter 6 introduces the LWP model, including its model formulation, parameter

learning and experimental results.

Chapter 7 presents the GLFM model to enhance homophily modeling in MLFM.

Application to social community detection is also demonstrated.

Chapter 8 concludes the whole thesis and proposes several potential directions for

future pursuit.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we briefly introduce some background knowledge related to the whole

thesis, including a brief survey of SRL, traditional latent factor models (Bartholomew &

Knott, 1999), and matrix variate distributions (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).

Besides, some common notations and abbreviations used in this thesis are summarized

in Appendix A.

2.1 A Brief Survey of SRL

SRL tries to perform learning and inference in domains with complex relational structures

(Getoor & Taskar, 2007). One important characteristic of relational data is autocorrela-

tion (Neville, 2006), which refers to a statistical dependency between values of the same

variable on related instances. To model the autocorrelation, most SRL methods adopt

collective inference (Jensen et al., 2004) to infer various interrelated values simultane-

ously. Collective inference has been shown to achieve better results than inference for

each variable independently (Chakrabarti et al., 1998; Neville & Jensen, 2000; Macskassy

& Provost, 2007). Since most traditional statistical learning methods can only perform

inference for each variable independently, SRL can achieve better performance than tra-

ditional methods if autocorrelation exists in the data. Hence, SRL has been successfully

used in a large variety of applications with relational data. Here, we briefly introduce

some representative SRL tasks, models and applications.

2.1.1 SRL Tasks

Some representative SRL tasks (Getoor & Diehl, 2005) include: collective classification

(Macskassy & Provost, 2007; Sen et al., 2008), link prediction (Taskar et al., 2003; Hoff,

2007; Miller et al., 2009; Sutskever et al., 2009), link-based clustering (i.e., social commu-

nity detection) (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994; Kemp et al., 2006), link-based ranking

(i.e., social centrality estimation) (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994; Page et al., 1999), and

collective entity resolution (Bhattacharya & Getoor, 2007).

In relational data, the class labels of linked instances are often correlated. Collective

classification tries to jointly infer the class labels of a set of instances in a graph by
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exploiting the correlation between them. Some representative collective classification

methods are introduced in (Macskassy & Provost, 2007; Sen et al., 2008).

Some links may not be observed in a graph. Link prediction (Taskar et al., 2003; Hoff,

2007; Miller et al., 2009; Sutskever et al., 2009) tries to predict those unobserved links

based on some observed links or the attribute information of the instances. For example,

the interactions between some proteins can be specified by chemical experiments. But it

is unreasonable to test all pairs of proteins by chemical experiments due to the high cost

of chemical experiments. Hence, we have to perform link prediction to find some potential

interactions between the proteins. CF (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005) is another well-

known link prediction problem where we have to predict the users’ ratings on new items

based on their rating history.

Community detection tries to group the nodes in a graph into several clusters so

that the nodes in the same cluster have similar characteristics while those separated into

different clusters have different characteristics. Community detection is a very hot topic

in SNA (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994; Newman, 2006; Yang et al., 2009a).

Link-based ranking tries to give an order to the set of instances in a graph based on

some criteria. The most well-known ranking algorithms are PageRank (Page et al., 1999)

and HITS (Kleinberg, 1999). In SNA, there is also a ranking task which tries to rank

instances according to their importance in the network. This importance is often called

centrality (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994).

Entity resolution tries to determine which references in a data set refer to the same

real-world entity. For example, in some data, “SRL” and “Statistical Relational Learning”

appear simultaneously and entity resolution tries to determine whether they refer to the

same thing or not. Collective entity resolution tries to perform entity resolution jointly for

a set of entities by utilizing the links among them. Some recent development of collective

entity resolution can be found in (Bhattacharya & Getoor, 2007).

Here, we only briefly introduce some representative SRL tasks. More detailed infor-

mation about them can be found in (Getoor & Diehl, 2005).

2.1.2 SRL Models

Recently, many novel models, most of which try to integrate autocorrelation into the

learning and inference process, have been proposed for SRL. These models can be mainly

classified into four categories: individual inference models, heuristic collective inference

(HCI) models, probabilistic relational models (PRMs), and probabilistic logic models

(PLMs).

Individual inference models (Neville, 2006) transform relational data into flat data
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and then adopt conventional non-relational ML models to perform learning and infer-

ence. Hence, these models do not adopt collective inference techniques at all. Some

representative individual inference models for relational data include relational Bayesian

classifier (RBC) (Neville et al., 2003b) and relational probability trees (RPT) (Neville

et al., 2003a). The RBC is a modification of the traditional naive Bayesian classifier

for relational data, and the RPT is a modified version of the conventional decision tree

algorithm for relational data. The individual inference models discard the autocorrela-

tion information among the instances. The advantage of this kind of models is that they

are very simple and many sophisticated traditional learning techniques can be directly

adapted for relational data. However, naively discarding the autocorrelation information

will deteriorate the prediction accuracy.

HCI models, such as those in (Neville & Jensen, 2000; Lu & Getoor, 2003; Macskassy

& Provost, 2007), apply some iterative procedures to perform collective inference (Jensen

et al., 2004) in an ad hoc way. A HCI method always contains three components (Mac-

skassy & Provost, 2007): a local model, a relational model, and a collective inferencing

component. A local model is a traditional method trained on local attribute information

of the instances, which is always used for initialization. A relational model can employ

both the relational structure and the attributes of the related instances for training. A col-

lective inferencing component can use some collective inference procedures, such as Gibbs

sampling (Geman & Geman, 1984) and relaxation labeling (Chakrabarti et al., 1998), to

perform collective inference. Some representative HCI methods can be found in (Mac-

skassy & Provost, 2007; Sen et al., 2008). Although HCI methods perform training and

inference in an ad hoc way, many experimental results (Lu & Getoor, 2003; Jensen et al.,

2004; Neville & Jensen, 2007) have shown that they can outperform individual inference

models in most cases. However, the HCI methods are mainly designed for classification.

PRMs extend traditional graphical models to relational domains by eliminating their

underlying i.i.d. assumption. Representative PRMs include relational Bayesian net-

works (RBNs) (Getoor et al., 2002), relational Markov networks (RMNs) (Taskar et al.,

2002), and relational dependency networks (RDNs) (Neville & Jensen, 2007). RBNs,

RMNs, RDNs are extensions of Bayesian networks, Markov networks, dependency net-

works (Heckerman et al., 2000), respectively. Learning a graphical model comprises two

components: structure learning and parameter learning. Structure learning tries to spec-

ify the graph structure which indicates the dependencies between the variables (nodes).

Given a graph structure, parameter learning tries to specify the parameters of the distri-

butions for the nodes in the graph. RBNs have efficient parameter learning techniques,

which will make structure learning relatively easier than other PRMs. However, the

acyclicity constraint for RBNs excludes many important relational dependencies. Com-
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pared with RBNs, RMNs have two advantages: first, they can represent more complex

relational dependencies without the acyclicity constrains; second, they are well suited for

discriminative training. However, the learning process for RMNs is very complicated and

has a very high computational cost. RDNs integrate some advantages from both RBNs

and RMNs. Firstly, the relationships in RDNs are not constrained to be acyclic. Sec-

ondly, by using the pseudo-likelihood (Heckerman et al., 2000), the parameter learning

process for RDNs is relatively efficient. However, the pseudo-likelihood technique makes

the learned network not necessarily specify a consistent joint distribution. Hence, Gibbs

sampling should be used to extract a unique joint distribution. Therefore, the perfor-

mance of RDNs is not good when the number of labeled data is small. Overall, PRMs

provide a principled way to model the relational data. However, the complicated models

for relational autocorrelation make exact learning and inference intractable. Hence, only

approximate learning and inference techniques are used by all existing PRMs.

PLMs extend traditional ILP models to support probabilistic reasoning in the first-

order logic environment. Representative PLMs include probabilistic logic programming

(PLP) (Ng & Subrahmanian, 1992), probabilistic Horn abduction (PHA) (Poole, 1993),

independent choice logic (ICL) (Poole, 1997), probabilistic knowledge bases (PKBs) (Ngo

& Haddawy, 1997), Bayesian logic programs (BLPs) (Kersting & Raedt, 2001), stochastic

logic programs (SLPs) (Muggleton, 2000), the PRISM system (Sato & Kameya, 2001), and

Markov logic networks (MLNs) (Richardson & Domingos, 2006). According to Chapter 9

in (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), only MLNs are undirected which can be seen as a combination

of ILP and Markov networks, and all the other PLMs are directed which can be viewed

as a combination of ILP and Bayesian networks.

In the four categories of SRL models discussed above, individual inference models

can not effectively exploit the autocorrelation in the relational data, and HCI models are

mainly used for collective classification. Hence, PRMs and PLMs are much more popular

than the other two categories. For example, in (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), the authors

mainly focus on PRMs and PLMs. As stated by Cussens James in Chapter 9 of (Getoor

& Taskar, 2007), it is very hard (time-consuming) to perform structure learning for PRMs

and PLMs. This main drawback of PRMs and PLMs has also been found by (Xu et al.,

2006; Xu, 2007) and (Sutskever et al., 2009). Hence, it might be impractical to apply

these models to large-scale relational data sets, which motivates the work in this thesis.

2.1.3 Application Areas

SRL has been widely used in a large variety of application areas, a portion of which are

outlined as follows:
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• Web mining : The hyper-links between the web pages provide very strong hint to im-

prove classification, which has been adopted for web page classification (Chakrabarti

et al., 1998; Lu & Getoor, 2003) and web spam detection (Castillo et al., 2007). Fur-

thermore, the links (citations) between documents are used to help classify or cluster

scientific research papers (Taskar et al., 2001; Nallapati et al., 2008).

• Social network analysis : In (Fawcett & Provost, 1997), fraud detection is completed

by looking at indirect (two-hop) connections in the call network to known fraudulent

accounts. SRL can also be used for social behavior modeling (Tang & Liu, 2009)

and social community detection (Yang et al., 2009a, 2009b).

• Marketing : Network-based marketing techniques have been shown to achieve far

better performance than traditional targeted marketing based on prior purchase

information and demographics (Hill et al., 2006, 2007).

• Bioinformatics : Many entities, such as proteins, in molecules interact with each

other. RMNs (Taskar et al., 2002) have been used to discover the molecular path-

ways (Segal et al., 2003a, 2003b). Protein-protein interaction (PPI) prediction is

also a very interesting topic in bioinformatics which can be solved by SRL (Vert,

2009).

2.2 Latent Factor Models

Latent factor models (LFMs) (Teh et al., 2005; Memisevic, 2008; Hoff, 2009; Agarwal

& Chen, 2009), which are also called latent variable models (LVMs) or factor analysis

(Bartholomew & Knott, 1999), are statistical techniques widely used in many different

disciplines, such as psychology, social science and economics. In an LFM, there are two

kinds of variables. One is called manifest variables (or observed variables) which can

be directly observed from data, and the other is called latent variables (or unobserved

variables) which cannot be directly observed from data. For example, the intelligence

cannot be directly observed from students. If we want to measure students’ intelligence,

we need to design a set of specific tests such as English test and Maths test. Then based

on the observed test scores, we can infer the students’ intelligence. Hence, in the LFM of

students’ intelligence, intelligence is a latent variable and the scores are manifest variables.

Conventionally, latent variables are also called factors, and the modeling procedure with

latent variables is called latent variable modeling or latent factor modeling (Bartholomew

& Knott, 1999).

An LFM specifies the joint distribution for a set of manifest and latent variables. Let

t = (t1, t2, . . . , td)
T denote the dmanifest variables of an instance, and x = (x1, x2, . . . , xq)

T
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denote the q latent variables corresponding to t. Since LFMs are always used for dimen-

sionality reduction, we assume that q < d. An LFM defines a joint distribution on t and

x as follows:

p(t,x) = p(x)p(t |x), (2.1)

where p(x) is the prior distribution on x, and p(t |x) is the conditional distribution of t

given x.

Any inference in LFMs must be based on the joint distribution p(t,x). For example,

if we want to perform dimensionality reduction, we need to compute p(x | t) as follows:

p(x | t) =
p(t,x)

p(t)
=
p(x)p(t |x)

p(t)
, (2.2)

where p(t) is computed as follows:

p(t) =

∫
p(t,x)dx =

∫
p(x)p(t |x)dx. (2.3)

This dimensionality reduction procedure is adopted by probabilistic principal component

analysis (PPCA) (Tipping & Bishop, 1999).

Both manifest and latent variables can be either metrical or categorical (Bartholomew

& Knott, 1999). Metrical variables will take real numbers which can be discrete or

continuous. Categorical variables assign each instance to be in one of a set of categories.

The term factor analysis refers to a special case of LFMs in which both manifest and

latent variables are metrical (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999).

Typically, both p(x) and p(t |x) have some parameters to specify. These parameters

are always learned from a set of training data {tn}Nn=1 where tn ∈ Rd. One representative

learning method is maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which is shown as follows:

Θ̂ = argmax
Θ

p({tn}Nn=1 |Θ) = argmax
Θ

N∏
n=1

p(tn |Θ), (2.4)

where Θ denotes all the parameters in p(x) and p(t |x), and p(tn |Θ) is computed ac-

cording to (2.3). Note that, p(tn |Θ) is the same as p(tn) except that p(tn |Θ) explicitly

indicates its dependence on Θ.

As shown in (2.4), the assumption that p({tn}Nn=1 |Θ) =
∏N

n=1 p(tn |Θ) is a key char-

acteristic of traditional LFMs, which explicitly assumes that the instances are i.i.d. From

this assumption, we can see that each instance separately contributes to the objective

function, such as the likelihood function. However, in relational data, there is correlation

between the linked instances. To model the correlation (or covariance) between the in-

stances, we need some advanced tools, such as the matrix variate distributions (Gupta &

Nagar, 2000).
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2.3 Matrix Variate Distributions

Traditional statistical learning methods separately model each instance which is repre-

sented as a vector of attributes. Hence, most of them are based on vector variate distri-

butions. If we want to jointly model a set of instances, like those in relational data, we

need to resort to matrix variate distributions (Gupta & Nagar, 2000). Here, we briefly

review some basics about matrix variate distributions on which our RFMs are based.

More detailed information can be found in (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).

Definition 2.1 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) The Kronecker product of two matrices P ∈
Rm×n and Q ∈ Rp×q, denoted by P⊗Q, is the mp×nq matrix defined by P⊗Q = (PijQ).

Definition 2.2 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) For a matrix K ∈ Rm×n, vec(K) is the mn× 1

vector defined as vec(K) = (KT
∗1,K

T
∗2, . . . ,K

T
∗n)T .

Definition 2.3 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) The random matrix K ∈ Rm×n is said to follow

a matrix variate normal distribution with mean matrix E ∈ Rm×n and covari-

ance matrix Σ ⊗ Ψ, where Σ ∈ Rm×m,Σ � 0 and Ψ ∈ Rn×n,Ψ � 0, if vec(KT ) ∼
Nmn(vec(ET ),Σ⊗Ψ). This is denoted as K ∼ Nm,n(E,Σ⊗Ψ).

Theorem 2.1 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) If K ∼ Nm,n(E,Σ ⊗Ψ), then the p.d.f. of K is

given by

p(K) =
etr
{
−1

2
Σ−1(K− E)Ψ−1(K− E)T

}
(2π)mn/2 |Σ |n/2 |Ψ |m/2 .

As said in (Gupta & Nagar, 2000), a matrix variate normal distribution arises when

sampling from a multivariate normal population. For example, if K∗1, . . . ,K∗n are in-

dependently sampled from Nm(m,Σ), the observation random matrix K will follow the

following distribution: K ∼ Nm,n(meT ,Σ ⊗ In). As for relational data, we can use a

non-identity covariance matrix Ψ to model the correlation between the instances.

Theorem 2.2 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) Let K ∼ Nm,n(0,Σ ⊗ Ψ) where Σ = (σij) and

Ψ = (ψij), then 〈Ki1j1Ki2j2〉 = σi1i2ψj1j2.

Theorem 2.3 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) Let K ∼ Nm,n(E,Σ⊗Ψ) and F is of size n× n,

then 〈KFKT 〉 = tr(FTΨ)Σ + EFET .
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Definition 2.4 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) An n × n random symmetric positive definite

matrix K is said to have a Wishart distribution with parameters n, q, and n× n scale

matrix Σ � 0, written as K ∼ Wn(q,Σ), if its p.d.f. is given by

|K|(q−n−1)/2

2qn/2Γn(q/2)|Σ|q/2 exp
(
− 1

2
tr(Σ−1K)

)
, q ≥ n. (2.5)

Here Σ � 0 means that Σ is positive definite (pd).

Other matrix variate distributions, such as matrix variate t-distributions, matrix vari-

ate Beta distributions and matrix variate Dirichlet distributions, and their properties can

be found in (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).
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CHAPTER 3

RELATION REGULARIZED MATRIX
FACTORIZATION

3.1 Introduction

Matrix factorization (MF) methods (Singh & Gordon, 2008b), which try to learn a lower-

dimensional latent representation for instances, have been widely used for various data

analysis applications. One of the most popular MF methods is latent semantic indexing

(LSI) (Deerwester et al., 1990), which uses SVD to map the content of documents into

a lower-dimensional latent semantic space. The objective is to retain as much informa-

tion of the documents as possible while simultaneously removing the noise. Subsequent

analysis, such as clustering or classification, can be performed based on this latent space

representation. Maximum margin matrix factorization (MMMF) (Srebro et al., 2004;

Rennie & Srebro, 2005), which can be seen as a regularized version of SVD by controlling

the complexity of the factors,1 has been successfully used for many applications, such as

CF (Rennie & Srebro, 2005). Many other variants of MF methods and their applications

can be found in (Singh & Gordon, 2008b).

Although MF methods have achieved very promising performance in many applica-

tions, most of them are designed to handle only one matrix at a time. The matrix can

be either the feature representation (content information) of a set of instances, or the

link structure (relational information) among a set of instances. For example, LSI was

originally proposed for content-based information analysis by performing SVD on the bag-

of-words representation of a set of documents, and MMMF has been successfully applied

to collaborative filtering which employs only the relationships among a set of entities

(Rennie & Srebro, 2005).

However, some relational data, such as web pages and research papers, contain both

textual content information and relational structure.2 These two kinds of information

often complement each other because they are typically collected at different semantic

1MMMF can make use of different loss functions. The original MMMF (Srebro et al., 2004) only used
the hinge loss, but many subsequent works also used other loss functions such as smooth hinge (Rennie
& Srebro, 2005) and squared loss. Here we refer in particular to the squared loss function.

2As stated in Section 1.1, a relational data set can be represented as a set of matrices. Here, we use
linked-document classification as a running example for relational data analysis. Hence, there are two
matrices in our data set, one being the content (attribute) matrix and the other being the adjacency
(link) matrix.
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levels. For example, a citation/reference relationship between two papers provides a very

strong evidence for them to belong to the same topic, although sometimes they bear low

similarity in their content due to the sparse nature of the bag-of-words representation.

Similarly, the content information can also provide additional insights about the relation-

ships among instances. Hence, naively discarding any one kind of information would not

allow us to fully utilize all the relevant information available. Ideally, we should strive

for integrating both kinds of information seamlessly into a common framework for data

analysis.

In (Zhu et al., 2007), a joint link-content MF method, abbreviated as LCMF here, was

proposed to seamlessly integrate content and relational information into an MF framework

through a set of shared factors for the factorization of both content and link structures.

The authors of LCMF argue that their method is more reasonable than some other simple

methods for combining content and link information, such as that in (Kurland & Lee,

2005), which seek to convert one type of information into the other. Experimental results

in (Zhu et al., 2007) show that LCMF can outperform other state-of-the-art methods.

However, as said in Section 1.1.2, the links in different applications might capture

different semantics. As a result, the model assumption adopted by LCMF might not be

satisfied for some applications, which would cause LCMF to fail in such cases. Let us take

a synthetic link structure from (Zhu et al., 2007) as an example to illustrate this point.

This example is shown in Figure 3.1(a), in which there are eight nodes, corresponding to

eight entities, and eight directed links. After performing link MF based on Zhu et al. ’s

method, the entities will be automatically grouped into five clusters, each corresponding

to one ellipse in Figure 3.1(a). The learned latent factors of the entities (Zhu et al., 2007)

are shown in Figure 3.1(b), in which the latent factors for V1 to V8 are listed from the

first row to the last row in order. We can see that the entities in each cluster, say V2 and

V3, have the same latent factor representation. From this example, it is not difficult to

reveal the model assumption behind LCMF: if two entities link to or are linked by one

common entity, the two entities will have similar latent factor representations. That is to

say, LCMF assumes that the links between the entities exhibit stochastic equivalence. This

is a very promising property if the application scenario indeed satisfies this assumption.

One such application is the web page classification task on WebKB (Craven et al., 1998).

For example, the homepages of faculties are always linked by or link to the homepage

of the department, but the homepages of two faculties seldom link to each other. The

advantage of this property has been verified by the promising accuracy of LCMF on the

WebKB data set (Zhu et al., 2007).

However, one problem with LCMF is that the factor representations of two linked

entities are not guaranteed to be similar, i.e., LCMF cannot effectively model links ex-
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V1 V8

V6

V7

V4

V5

V2

V3
-.8    -.5   .3    -.1   -.0
-.0    .4    .6    -.1   -.4
-.0    .4    .6    -.1   -.4
.3     -.2   .3    -.4   .3
.3     -.2   .3    -.4   .3
-.4    .5    .0    -.2   .6
-.4    .5    .0    -.2   .6
-.1    .1    -.4   -.8   -.4

(a) Synthetic link structure (b) Result of link MF

Figure 3.1: A synthetic example of link structure from [Zhu et al. , 2007] for illustration.

hibiting homophily. For example, the latent factor representation of V8 is relatively far

away from that of V6 or V7 after LCMF learning. This property is undesirable for many

other applications with homophily links. For example, to classify research papers ac-

cording to their topic, the citation (link) information is usually very important. More

specifically, two papers with a citation relationship between them are most likely about

the same topic, and consequently, the learned latent factors of two linked papers should

be similar. Unfortunately, this cannot be handled well by LCMF, which is also verified by

the relatively poor performance of LCMF on the Cora data set (McCallum et al., 2000)

for paper classification.

From the analysis above, we can see that there exist at least two types of links with

different semantics: links exhibiting stochastic equivalence (SE links), such as those in

the WebKB data set; links exhibiting homophily (homophily links), such as those in the

Cora data set. As discussed above, LCMF can handle well applications with SE links

but not those with homophily links. It is this limitation that has motivated us to pursue

research reported in this chapter.

We propose in this chapter a novel MF method. The basic idea is to make the latent

factors of two entities as close as possible if there exists a link between them. More

specifically, we utilize relational information to regularize the content MF procedure,

resulting in a principled framework which seamlessly integrates content and relational

information. We refer to our method as relation regularized matrix factorization, which

will be abbreviated as RRMF in the sequel for convenience. To learn the parameters of

RRMF, we propose a linear-time algorithm, which makes RRMF suitable for large-scale

problems. Furthermore, the learning procedure of RRMF can be proved to be convergent.

Experimental results on a data set with homophily links demonstrate that RRMF can

dramatically outperform LCMF and other state-of-the-art methods.

Although RRMF is motivated to model homophily links, it can also be used for ap-

plications with SE links by adding a simple step to preprocess the link structure of the

data. This will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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3.2 Relation Regularized Matrix Factorization

We use a d × N matrix T to denote the content matrix, with N being the number of

entities and d the number of features. The N ×N matrix A denotes the adjacency (link)

matrix of the N instances. In RRMF, we assume that the links are undirected. For those

data with directed links, we will convert the directed links into undirected links which

can keep the original physical meaning of the links. This will be described in detail in

Section 3.3. Hence, Aij = 1 if there exists a link between instances i and j, and otherwise

Aij = 0. Moreover, we always assume that there exist no self-links, i.e., Aii = 0. q denotes

the number of latent factors for each instance.

3.2.1 Model Formulation

Like in LSI (Deerwester et al., 1990), we adopt a similar MF method to approximate the

content matrix:

min
U,V

1

2
‖T−VUT‖2 +

α

2
(‖U‖2 + ‖V‖2), (3.1)

where we use an N × q matrix U and a d× q matrix V to denote the latent q-dimensional

representations of all the documents (or entities in a more general case) and words (or

features in a more general case), respectively, with Ui∗ for document i and Vj∗ for word

j. α is a hyperparameter.

To integrate the relational information into the MF procedure, we use the relationships

among entities to regularize the latent factors. The basic idea of our method is to make

the latent representations of two entities as close as possible if there exists a link between

them. We can achieve this goal by minimizing the following objective function:

l =
1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Aij‖Ui∗ −Uj∗‖2

=
1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[
Aij

q∑
k=1

(Uik − Ujk)2

]

=
1

2

q∑
k=1

[
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Aij(Uik − Ujk)2

]

=

q∑
k=1

UT
∗kLU∗k = tr(UTLU), (3.2)

where L = D − A is known as the Laplacian matrix (Chung, 1997) with D being a

diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements Dii =
∑

j Aij , and tr(·) denotes the trace of a

matrix.
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Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain the following objective function which we seek

to minimize during learning:

f =
1

2
‖T−VUT‖2 +

α

2
(‖U‖2 + ‖V‖2) +

β

2
tr(UTLU)

=
1

2
‖T−VUT‖2 +

1

2
tr[UT (αIN + βL)U] +

α

2
tr(VVT ), (3.3)

which seamlessly integrates the content information and the relational information into

a principled framework. Here, β is a hyperparameter controlling the contribution of the

relational information. Because we use relational information to regularize the content MF

procedure, we call the model in (3.3) relation regularized matrix factorization, abbreviated

as RRMF.

Remark 3.1 The normalized Laplacian matrix (Chung, 1997), given by L̃ = D−1/2LD−1/2 =

IN−D−1/2AD−1/2, can be used to substitute L in (3.2) and (3.3) for regularization. If L̃ is

adopted, the objective function in (3.2) will be l̃ = 1
2

∑q
k=1

[∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1Aij

(
Uik√
Dii
− Ujk√

Djj

)2
]

.

The choice between L and L̃ depends on applications. In RRMF, the lemmas and theorems

are derived based on L, but they also hold for L̃ with slight changes in the derivations.

From (3.3), it is easy to see that the model assumption behind RRMF is in line

with the semantics of homophily links. Hence, RRMF can be expected to achieve good

performance for applications with homophily links, such as research paper classification,

which will be verified by experiment in Section 3.3.

On the other hand, RRMF can also be used for applications with SE links. All

we need to do is just to preprocess the link structure in the data with a very simple

strategy, but the model and learning algorithms need not be changed. According to

the semantics of SE links, two entities linking to or linked by one common entity will

likely be from the same class. One simple way to preprocess the link structure is to

artificially add a link between two entities if they link to or are linked by a common

entity. The added links will then satisfy the semantics of homophily links. For example,

in Figure 3.1(a), after preprocessing, V2 and V3 will be connected and V6 and V7 will

also be connected. Learning RRMF based on these added links is now in line with the

underlying semantics. From our experiments on the WebKB data set, we find that RRMF

can still achieve performance comparable with LCMF just by adopting the simple link

preprocessing strategy as described above.
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3.2.2 Probabilistic Reformulation

We can associate RRMF with a probabilistic formulation, which is shown as follows:

p(U) = NN,q
(
0, (IN +

β

α
L)−1 ⊗ Iq

)
,

p(V) = Nd,q(0, Id ⊗ Iq),

p(T |U,V) = Nd,N(VUT , αId ⊗ IN).

More specifically, we use the relational information incorporated in L to define the

prior distribution for U, and use the content information (T) to define the likelihood given

the latent factors U and V. We can see that the parameters to minimize (3.3) are just

a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of the parameters for the above probabilistic

formulation. From this probabilistic reformulation, it is easy to see that the learned latent

factors of the N entities are correlated with covariance matrix (IN + β
α
L)−1 rather than

i.i.d.

3.2.3 Learning

In this subsection, we first prove that the objective function in (3.3) is convex with

respect to (w.r.t.) any one of its parameters, U and V. Then, we propose an alternating

projection algorithm to learn the parameters in linear time and show that it is guaranteed

to converge to a local optimum.

Convexity of the Objective Function

Lemma 3.1 The Laplacian matrix L is psd, i.e., L � 0.

Proof: For any N × 1 vector x 6= 0,

xTLx =
1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Aij(xi − xj)2 ≥ 0.

�

Lemma 3.2
∑d

i=1 VT
i∗Vi∗ � 0.

Proof: For any q × 1 vector z 6= 0,

zT

(
d∑
i=1

VT
i∗Vi∗

)
z =

d∑
i=1

zTVT
i∗Vi∗z

=
d∑
i=1

(Vi∗z)2 ≥ 0.
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�

Theorem 3.1 f is convex w.r.t. U.

Proof: We first rewrite f as follows:

f =
1

2

d∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(Tij −Vi∗U
T
j∗)

2 +
1

2

q∑
k=1

UT
∗k(αIN + βL)U∗k + C1,

where C1 is a constant independent of U.

Let

g =
1

2

d∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(Tij −Vi∗U
T
j∗)

2

= C2 +
1

2

N∑
j=1

[Uj∗(
d∑
i=1

VT
i∗Vi∗)U

T
j∗ − 2(

d∑
i=1

TijVi∗)U
T
j∗],

where C2 is a constant independent of U. It is easy to see that

Gj ,
∂2g

∂UT
j∗∂Uj∗

=
d∑
i=1

VT
i∗Vi∗,

∂2g

∂UT
j∗∂Uk∗

= 0, if j 6= k.

If we use u = (U1∗,U2∗, . . . ,UN∗)
T to denote the vector representation of U, the second-

order derivative (Hessian) of g w.r.t. u will be a block-diagonal matrix:

Gu ,
∂2g

∂u∂uT
= diag[G1,G2, . . . ,GN ].

According to Lemma 3.2, |Gj| ≥ 0, where | · | denotes the determinant of a matrix.

Because |Gu| =
∏N

j=1 |Gj| ≥ 0, we can conclude that g is convex w.r.t. U.

Let

h =
1

2

q∑
k=1

UT
∗k(αIN + βL)U∗k.

If we use a = (UT
∗1,U

T
∗2, . . . ,U

T
∗q)

T to denote another vector representation of U, the

Hessian of h w.r.t. a will also be a block-diagonal matrix:

Ha ,
∂2h

∂a∂aT
= diag[H1,H2, . . . ,Hq],
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where Hk is defined as follows:

Hk ,
∂2h

∂U∗k∂UT
∗k

= αIN + βL.

According to Lemma 3.1, we can conclude that |Ha| > 0, and hence h is convex w.r.t. U.

Hence, f = g + h+ C1 is convex w.r.t. U. �

Theorem 3.2 f is convex w.r.t. V.

Proof: We first rewrite f as follows:

f = C3 +
1

2

d∑
i=1

[Vi∗

(
N∑
j=1

UT
j∗Uj∗ + αIq

)
VT
i∗ − 2

(
N∑
j=1

TijU
T
j∗

)
Vi∗],

where C3 is a constant independent of V. If we use v = (V1∗,V2∗, . . . ,Vd∗)
T to denote

the vector representation of V, the Hessian of f w.r.t. v will be a block-diagonal matrix:

Kv ,
∂2f

∂v∂vT
= diag[K1,K2, . . . ,Kd],

where Ki =
∑N

j=1 UT
j∗Uj∗ + αIq. It is easy to verify that Ki � 0 and Kv � 0. Hence, f

is convex w.r.t. V. �

Learning Strategy

We adopt an alternating projection method to learn the parameters U and V. More

specifically, each time we fix one parameter and then update the other one. This procedure

will be repeated for several iterations until some termination condition is satisfied. We

will prove that the learning algorithm is convergent.

Learning U According to Theorem 3.1, one straightforward way to learn U is to set

the gradient of f w.r.t. U to 0 and solve the corresponding linear system. However, this is

computationally demanding if N is large because we have to invert a Hessian matrix of size

as large as Nq×Nq. In RRMF, we adopt an alternative strategy to perform optimization

on U, which is to optimize one column U∗k at a time with the other columns fixed.

Because f is convex w.r.t. U, this alternative strategy will be guaranteed to converge to

the optimal solution.

Because f is convex w.r.t. U, f is also convex w.r.t. U∗k with all other variables fixed.

Hence, computing the gradient of f w.r.t. U∗k and setting it to 0, we can optimize U∗k

by solving the following linear system:

F(k)U∗k = e(k), (3.4)
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where

F(k) = E(k) + αIN + βL,

E(k) = diag(
∂2g

∂U1k∂U1k

,
∂2g

∂U2k∂U2k

, . . . ,
∂2g

∂UNk∂UNk
),

with

∂2g

∂Ujk∂Ujk
=

d∑
i=1

V 2
ik,

e(k) = (e
(k)
1 , e

(k)
2 , . . . , e

(k)
N )T ,

e
(k)
j =

d∑
i=1

Vik(Tij −Vi∗U
T
j∗ + VikUjk).

One direct way to solve the linear system in (3.4) is to set U∗k = [F(k)]−1e(k). However,

the computation cost is O(N3), which is computationally prohibitive for general text

classification applications because N is always very large. Here, we propose to use the

steepest descent method (Shewchuk, 1994) to iteratively update U∗k:

r(t) = e(k) − F(k)U∗k(t),

δ(t) =
r(t)T r(t)

r(t)TF(k)r(t)
,

U∗k(t+ 1) = U∗k(t) + δ(t)r(t).

Steepest descent will guarantee the algorithm to converge to the global minimum with

the objective function value decreased in each iteration. Suppose the number of nonzero

elements in L is M . We can see that the computation cost in each iteration is O(N +M).

If the number of iterations is K, the time complexity will be O(K(N + M)). From our

experiments, good performance can be achieved with a small value of K, such as K = 10

in our following experiments. Furthermore, M is typically a constant multiple of N .

Hence, the overall complexity is roughly O(N), which is dramatically less than O(N3).

Learning V One very nice property of V is that the Hessian Kv is block-diagonal,

where each nonzero block corresponds to a row of V. Since the inverse of a block-diagonal

matrix can be expressed as the inverse of each block, the update of the whole matrix V

can naturally be decomposed into the update of each row Vi∗.

Unlike the learning of U, all the Hessian matrices for different rows of V are equal,

i.e., Ki = Kk = K =
∑N

j=1 UT
j∗Uj∗+αIq. Furthermore, K is a small matrix of size q× q,
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where q is typically a small number and is less than 50 in our experiments. Hence, we

can directly update Vi∗ as follows:

Vi∗ =

(
N∑
j=1

TijUj∗

)
K−1.

3.2.4 Convergence and Complexity Analysis

Theorem 3.3 The learning algorithm will converge.

Proof: In each iteration, the learning algorithm ensures that the objective function value

in (3.3) always decreases. Furthermore, the objective function is bounded below by 0.

Hence, the learning algorithm will converge. Because f is not jointly convex w.r.t. U and

V, the solution is a local optimum. �

We have seen that in each iteration, the time required for updating U is O(N), and it

is easy to see that the time complexity for updating V is also O(N). In our experiments,

typically the algorithm can converge in less than 50 iterations. In fact, we find that 5

iterations are sufficient to achieve good performance. Hence, the overall time complexity

of the learning algorithm is O(N).

3.3 Experiments

3.3.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Scheme

We use the same data sets, WebKB (Craven et al., 1998) and Cora (McCallum et al., 2000),

and the same bag-of-words representation with the same original link structure as those in

(Zhu et al., 2007) to evaluate our method. The WebKB data set contains about 6,000 web

pages collected from the web sites of computer science departments of four universities

(Cornell, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin). Each web page is labeled with one out

of seven categories: student, professor, course, project, staff, department, and “other”.

It should be noted that to train our RRMF method we adopt the simple preprocessing

strategy for the link structure in this data set. That is, if two web pages are co-linked by

another common web page, we add a link between these two pages. After preprocessing,

all the directed links are converted into undirected links. The characteristics about the

WebKB data set are briefly summarized in Table 3.1.

The Cora data set contains the abstracts and references of about 34,000 research

papers from the computer science community. For fair comparison, we adopt the same

subset of the data as that in (Zhu et al., 2007) to test our method. The task is to classify
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the WebKB data set.

#classes #entities #terms

Cornell 7 827 4,134
Texas 7 814 4,029

Washington 7 1,166 4,165
Wisconsin 6 1,210 4,189

each paper into one of the subfields of data structure (DS), hardware and architecture

(HA), machine learning (ML), and programming language (PL). The characteristics of

the Cora data set are summarized in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the Cora data set.

#classes #entities #terms

DS 9 751 6,234
HA 7 400 3,989
ML 7 1,617 8,329
PL 9 1,575 7,949

As in (Zhu et al., 2007), we adopt 5-fold cross validation to evaluate our method.

More specifically, we randomly split the data into five folds (subsets), and then repeat

the test five times, in each one of which we use one fold for testing and the other four

folds for training. As in (Zhu et al., 2007), the number of factors q is set to 50 for RRMF.

The α in (3.3) is fixed to 1, and β is specified by cross-validation on the training data.

After obtaining the factors, a linear SVM3 is trained for classification based on the low-

dimensional representation, which is the same as the test procedure for the methods in

(Zhu et al., 2007). The average classification accuracies and the standard deviations over

the five repeats are adopted as the performance metric.

3.3.2 Baselines

The methods adopted for our comparative study belong to two classes. The first class

contains the baselines used in (Zhu et al., 2007):

• SVM on content: This method ignores the link structure in the data, and applies

SVM only on the content information in the original bag-of-words representation.

3We use LIBSVM (Chang & Lin, 2001) to train all the SVM classifiers.
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• SVM on links: This method ignores the content information, and treats links as the

features, i.e, the ith feature is link-to-page i.

• SVM on link-content: The content features and link features of the two methods

above are combined to give the feature representation.

• Directed graph regularization: This is the method introduced in (Zhou et al., 2005),

which is only based on the link structure.

• PLSI+PHITS: This method, described in (Cohn & Hofmann, 2000), combines text

content information and link structure for analysis.

The second class contains some methods that are most related to RRMF:

• PCA: This method first applies PCA on the content information to get a low-

dimensional representation, based on which SVM is trained for classification. Be-

cause we use PCA to initialize U and V in RRMF, this method serves to demon-

strate whether the good performance of RRMF comes from a good initialization

value or from the learning procedure of RRMF.

• MMMF: This method applies MF only on the content information, which is a special

case of (3.3) by setting β = 0. It is used to show that the relational information

does help a lot in relational data analysis.

• Link-content MF: This is the joint link-content MF method in (Zhu et al., 2007).

• Link-content sup. MF: This is the supervised counterpart of link-content MF by

using the data labels to guide the MF procedure, which is introduced in (Zhu et al.,

2007).

3.3.3 Convergence Speed

We use the HA data set to illustrate the convergence speed of RRMF. The objective

function values against the iteration number T are plotted in Figure 3.2(a), from which

we can see that RRMF converges very fast. The average classification accuracy of the 5-

fold cross validation against T is shown in Figure 3.2(b). We can see that even though the

initial value (corresponding to T = 0) is not satisfactory (accuracy = 65.5%), RRMF can

still achieve very promising and stable performance without requiring many iterations.

Because we can achieve promising performance when T ≥ 5, we set T = 5 in all our

following experiments.
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Figure 3.2: Convergence properties of RRMF.

3.3.4 Performance

According to our prior knowledge, the links in Cora data set are homophily links. Hence,

the Cora data set satisfies the model assumption of RRMF but it does not satisfy the

model assumption of link-content MF. We first test RRMF on Cora to verify that when

the model assumption is satisfied, RRMF can dramatically outperform link-content MF

and other methods. The average classification accuracies with standard deviations are

shown in Figure 3.3, from which we can see that RRMF does outperform other methods

dramatically. Even though the link-content sup. MF method uses label information for

MF, RRMF can still give much better result, showing that it is indeed very effective.

Comparing RRMF to PCA, we can see that the good performance of RRMF does not

come from a good initialization but from the learning algorithm itself. Comparing RRMF

to MMMF, we can see that the relational information is very useful. Comparing RRMF

to directed graph regularization, we can see that the content information also does great

help for classification.

We also test RRMF on the WebKB data set. Here, we adopt the normalized Laplacian.

The performance is shown in Figure 3.4. It should be noted that the WebKB data set does

not satisfy the model assumption of RRMF because it contains SE links. However, with

simple preprocessing, RRMF can still achieve performance comparable to the link-content

MF method and its supervised counterpart, and outperform other methods.
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Figure 3.3: Average classification accuracies with standard deviations on the Cora data
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Figure 3.4: Average classification accuracies with standard deviations on the WebKB data
set.

3.3.5 Sensitivity to Parameters

We have illustrated the effect of the number of iterations in Section 3.3.3. Here, we

examine the sensitivity of RRMF to β and the number of factors q. We again use the

HA data set for illustration. Figure 3.5 illustrates the accuracy of RRMF when β and q

take different values. From Figure 3.5(a), we can see that the smaller the β, the worse

the performance will be. Larger β means that the relational information plays a more

significant role in the learning procedure. Hence, we can conclude that the relational

information is very important. When β exceeds some value (around 30), the performance

becomes very stable, which means RRMF is not sensitive to β. From 3.5(b), we can see

that as q increases, the accuracy also increases. But larger q will incur higher computation
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cost. Hence, in real applications, we need to consider the tradeoff between computation

cost and accuracy.
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity to parameters of RRMF.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a novel MF framework, called RRMF, to model relational

data of homophily links. One promising property of RRMF is that it can also be used

to model data of SE links just by the inclusion of a very simple preprocessing step.

Experimental results verify that RRMF can dramatically outperform other methods on

data of homophily links, and can achieve performance comparable with state-of-the-art

methods on data of SE links. Another attractive property of RRMF is that its training

time is linear in the number of training entities, which makes it scalable to large-scale

problems. Moreover, the learning algorithm of RRMF is guaranteed to be convergent and

is very stable.
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CHAPTER 4

PROBABILISTIC RELATIONAL PCA

4.1 Introduction

Using a low-dimensional embedding to summarize a high-dimensional data set has been

widely used for exploring the structure in the data. The methods for discovering such

low-dimensional embedding are often referred to as dimensionality reduction (DR) meth-

ods. Principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) is one of the most popular DR

methods with great success in many applications. As a more recent development, prob-

abilistic PCA (PPCA) (Tipping & Bishop, 1999) provides a probabilistic formulation of

PCA (Jolliffe, 2002) based on a Gaussian latent variable model (Bartholomew & Knott,

1999). Compared with the original non-probabilistic derivation of PCA in (Howard, 1933),

PPCA possesses a number of practical advantages. For example, PPCA can naturally deal

with missing values in the data; the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Demp-

ster et al., 1977) used to learn the parameters in PPCA may be more efficient for high-

dimensional data; it is easy to generalize the single model in PPCA to the mixture model

case; furthermore, PPCA as a probabilistic model can naturally exploit Bayesian meth-

ods (Bishop, 1998).

Like many existing DR methods, both PCA and PPCA assume that the data are

i.i.d. flat data. However, as we have said, many relational data contain relationships or

links between (some) instances in the data in addition to the textual content information

which is represented in the form of feature vectors.1 On one hand, the link structure

among instances cannot be exploited easily when traditional DR methods such as PCA

are applied to relational data. Very often, the useful relational information is simply

discarded. One possible use of the relational information in PCA or PPCA is to first

convert the link structure into the format of flat data by extracting some additional

features from the links. However, as argued in (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), this approach

fails to capture some important structural information in the data. On the other hand,

the i.i.d. assumption underlying PCA and PPCA is unreasonable for relational data.

Therefore, PCA and PPCA, or more generally most existing DR methods based on the

i.i.d. assumption, are not suitable for relational data analysis.

1As in RRMF, we use linked document classification as a running example for relational data analysis.
Hence, there are two matrices in our data set, one being the content (attribute) matrix and the other
being the adjacency (link) matrix.
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In this chapter, a novel DR method called probabilistic relational PCA (PRPCA) is

proposed for relational data analysis. By explicitly modeling the covariance between

instances as derived from the relational information, PRPCA seamlessly integrates rela-

tional information and textual content information into a unified probabilistic framework.

Two learning algorithms, one based on a closed-form solution and the other based on an

EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), are proposed to learn the parameters of PRPCA.

Although the i.i.d. assumption is no longer adopted in PRPCA, the learning algorithms

for PRPCA can still be devised easily like those for PPCA which makes explicit use of the

i.i.d. assumption. Extensive experiments on some real-world data sets show that PRPCA

can effectively utilize the relational information to dramatically outperform PCA.

Notations for this chapter As in (Tipping & Bishop, 1999), {tn}Nn=1 denotes a set of

observed d-dimensional data (content) vectors, the d×q matrix W denotes the q principal

axes (or called factor loadings), µ denotes the data sample mean, and xn = WT (tn −µ)

denotes the corresponding q principal components (or called latent variables) of tn. We

further use the d×N matrix T to denote the content matrix with T∗n = tn, and the q×N
matrix X to denote the latent variables of T with X∗n = WT (tn − µ). For relational

data, the N × N matrix A denotes the adjacency (link) matrix of the N instances. In

PRPCA, we assume that the links are undirected. For those data with directed links, we

will convert the directed links into undirected links which can keep the original physical

meaning of the links. This will be described in detail in Section 4.3.1, and an example will

be given in Section 4.4. Hence, Aij = 1 if there exists a relationship between instances i

and j, and otherwise Aij = 0. Moreover, we always assume that there exist no self-links,

i.e., Aii = 0.

4.2 Probabilistic PCA

To set the stage for the next section which introduces our PRPCA model, we first briefly

present the derivation for PPCA (Tipping & Bishop, 1999), which was originally based on

(vector-based) multivariate normal distributions, from the perspective of matrix variate

normal distributions (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).

If we use Υ to denote the Gaussian noise process and assume that Υ and the latent

variable matrix X follow these distributions:

Υ ∼ Nd,N(0, σ2Id ⊗ IN), (4.1)

X ∼ Nq,N(0, Iq ⊗ IN), (4.2)

we can express a generative model as follows:

T = WX + µeT + Υ.
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Based on some properties of matrix variate normal distributions in (Gupta & Nagar,

2000), we get the following results:

T | X ∼ Nd,N(WX + µeT , σ2Id ⊗ IN),

T ∼ Nd,N
(
µeT , (WWT + σ2Id)⊗ IN

)
. (4.3)

Let C = WWT +σ2Id. The corresponding log-likelihood of the observation matrix T

is then

L = ln p(T) = −N
2

[
d ln(2π) + ln |C|+ tr(C−1S)

]
, (4.4)

where

S =
(T− µeT )(T− µeT )T

N
=

∑N
n=1(T∗n − µ)(T∗n − µ)T

N
. (4.5)

We can see that S is just the sample covariance matrix of the content observations. It is

easy to see that this log-likelihood form is the same as that in (Tipping & Bishop, 1999).

Using matrix notations, the graphical model of PPCA based on matrix variate normal

distributions is shown in Figure 4.1 below.

T

X

Iq

W σ2

IN
µ

Figure 4.1: The graphical model of PPCA, in which T is the observation matrix, X is the
latent variable matrix, µ, W and σ2 are the parameters to learn, and the other quantities
are kept constant.

4.3 Probabilistic Relational PCA

PPCA assumes that all the observations are independent and identically distributed.

Although this i.i.d. assumption can make the modeling process much simpler and has

achieved great success in many traditional applications, this assumption is however very

unreasonable for relational data (Getoor & Taskar, 2007). In relational data, the at-

tributes of connected (linked) instances are often correlated.

In this section, a probabilistic relational PCA model, called PRPCA, is proposed to

integrate both the relational information and the content information seamlessly into a

unified framework by eliminating the i.i.d. assumption. Based on our reformulation of
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PPCA using matrix variate notations as presented in the previous section, we can obtain

PRPCA just by introducing some relatively simple (yet very effective) modifications. A

promising property is that the computation needed for PRPCA is as simple as that for

PPCA even though we have eliminated the restrictive i.i.d. assumption.

4.3.1 Model Formulation

Assume that the latent variable matrix X has the following distribution:

X ∼ Nq,N(0, Iq ⊗Φ). (4.6)

According to Theorem 2.2, we can get cov(Xi∗) = Φ (i ∈ {1, . . . , q}), which means that

Φ actually reflects the covariance between the instances. From (4.2), we can see that

cov(Xi∗) = IN for PPCA, which also coincides with the i.i.d. assumption of PPCA.

Hence, to eliminate the i.i.d. assumption for relational data, one direct way is to use

a non-identity covariance matrix Φ for the distribution of X in (4.6). This Φ should

reflect the physical meaning (semantics) of the relationships between entities, which will

be discussed in detail later. Similarly, we can also change the IN in (4.1) to Φ to eliminate

the i.i.d. assumption for the noise process.

Relational Covariance Construction

Because the covariance matrix Φ in PRPCA is constructed from the relational information

in the data, we refer to it as relational covariance here.

The goal of PCA and PPCA is to find those principal axes onto which the retained

variance under projection is maximal (Tipping & Bishop, 1999; Jolliffe, 2002). For one

specific X, the retained variance is tr[XXT ]. If we rewrite (4.2) as

p(X) =
exp

{
tr[−1

2
XXT ]

}
(2π)qN/2

=
exp

{
−1

2
tr[XXT ]

}
(2π)qN/2

, (4.7)

we have the following observation:

Observation 4.1 For PPCA, the larger the retained variance of X, i.e., the more X

approaches the destination point, the lower is the probability density at X given by the

prior.

Here, the destination point refers to the point where the goal of PPCA is achieved, i.e.,

the retained variance is maximal. Moreover, we use the retained variance as a measure to

define the gap between two different points. The smaller is the gap between the retained

variance of two points, the more they approach each other.
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Because the design principle of PRPCA is similar to that of PPCA, our working

hypothesis here is that Observation 4.1 can also guide us to design the relational covariance

of PRPCA. Its effectiveness will be empirically verified in Section 4.4.

In PRPCA, we assume that the attributes of two linked instances are positively cor-

related.2 Under this assumption, the ideal goal of PRPCA should be to make the latent

representations of two instances as close as possible if there exists a link between them.

Hence, the measure to define the gap between two points refers to the closeness of the

linked instances, i.e., the summation of the Euclidean distances between the linked in-

stances. Based on Observation 4.1, the more X approaches the destination point, the

lower should be the probability density at X given by the prior. Hence, under the la-

tent space representation X, the closer the linked instances are, the lower should be the

probability density at X given by the prior. We will prove that if we set Φ = ∆−1 where

∆ , γIN + (IN + A)T (IN + A) with γ being typically a very small positive number to

make ∆ � 0, we can get an appropriate prior for PRPCA. Note that Aij = 1 if there

exists a link between instances i and j, and otherwise Aij = 0. Because AT = A, we can

also express ∆ as ∆ = γIN + (IN + A)(IN + A).

Let D̃ denote a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements D̃ii =
∑

j Aij. It is easy to

prove that (AA)ii = D̃ii. Let B = AA− D̃, which means that Bij = (AA)ij if i 6= j and

Bii = 0. We can get ∆ = (1 + γ)IN + 2A + AA = (1 + γ)IN + D̃ + (2A + B). Because

Bij =
∑N

k=1AikAkj for i 6= j, we can see that Bij is the number of paths, each with

path length 2, from instance i to instance j in the original adjacency graph A. Because

the attributes of two linked instances are positively correlated, Bij actually reflects the

degree of correlation between instance i and instance j. Let us take the paper citation

graph as an example to illustrate this. The existence of a citation relationship between

two papers often implies that they are about the same topic. If paper i cites paper k

and paper k cites paper j, it is highly likely that paper i and paper j are about the

same topic. If there exists another paper a 6= k linking both paper i and paper j as

well, the confidence that paper i and paper j are about the same topic will increase.

Hence, the larger Bij is, the stronger is the correlation between instance i and instance

j. Because Bij =
∑N

k=1AikAkj = AT
∗iA∗j, Bij can also be seen as the similarity between

the link vectors of instance i and instance j. Therefore, B can be seen as a weight matrix

(corresponding to a weight graph) derived from the original adjacency matrix A, and B

is also consistent with the physical meaning underlying A.

2Links with other physical meanings, such as SE links in web graphs (Zhou et al., 2004), can be
transformed into links satisfying the assumption in PRPCA via some preprocessing strategies. One
such strategy to preprocess the WebKB data set (Craven et al., 1998) will be given as an example in
Section 4.4.
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Letting G = 2A + B,3 we can find that G actually combines the original graph

reflected by A and the derived graph reflected by B to get a new graph, and puts a weight

2Aij+Bij on the edge between instance i and instance j in the new graph. The new weight

graph reflected by G is also consistent with the physical meaning underlying A. Letting

L , D−G, where D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements Dii =
∑

j Gij and L is

called the Laplacian matrix (Chung, 1997) of G, we can get ∆ = (1 + γ)IN + D̃ + D−L.

If we define another diagonal matrix D̂ , (1 + γ)IN + D̃ + D, we can get ∆ = D̂− L.

Then we have

tr[X∆XT ] = tr[XD̂XT ]− tr[XLXT ] = tr[XD̂XT ]−
q∑

k=1

Xk∗LXT
k∗

= tr[XD̂XT ]− 1

2

q∑
k=1

[
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Gij(Xki −Xkj)
2

]

= tr[XD̂XT ]− 1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[
Gij

q∑
k=1

(Xki −Xkj)
2

]

=
N∑
i=1

D̂ii‖X∗i‖2 − 1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Gij‖X∗i −X∗j‖2. (4.8)

Letting Φ = ∆−1, we can get

p(X) =
exp

{
tr[−1

2
X∆XT ]

}
(2π)qN/2 |∆ |−q/2 =

exp
{
−1

2
tr[X∆XT ]

}
(2π)qN/2 |∆ |−q/2 . (4.9)

The first term
∑N

i=1 D̂ii‖X∗i‖2 in (4.8) can be treated as a measure of weighted variance

of all the instances in the latent space. We can see that the larger D̂ii is, the more weight

will be put on instance i, which is reasonable because D̂ii mainly reflects the degree of

instance i in the graph. It is easy to see that, for those latent representations having a

fixed value of weighted variance
∑N

i=1 D̂ii‖X∗i‖2, the closer the latent representations of

two linked entities are, the larger is their contribution to tr[X∆XT ], and subsequently the

less is their contribution to p(X). This means that under the latent space representation

X, the closer the linked instances are, the lower is the probability density at X given by

the prior. Hence, we can get an appropriate prior for X by setting Φ = ∆−1 in (4.6).

3This means that we put a 2:1 ratio between A and B. Other ratios can be obtained by setting
∆ = γIN + (αIN + A)(αIN + A) = γIN + α2IN + 2αA + B. Preliminary results show that PRPCA
is not sensitive to α as long as α is not too large, but we omit the detailed results here because they
are out of the scope of this work.
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Model

With the constructed relational covariance Φ, the generative model of PRPCA is defined

as follows:

Υ ∼ Nd,N(0, σ2Id ⊗Φ) (4.10)

X ∼ Nq,N(0, Iq ⊗Φ), (4.11)

T = WX + µeT + Υ,

where Φ = ∆−1.

We can further obtain the following results:

T | X ∼ Nd,N(WX + µeT , σ2Id ⊗Φ), (4.12)

T ∼ Nd,N
(
µeT , (WWT + σ2Id)⊗Φ

)
. (4.13)

The graphical model of PRPCA is illustrated in Figure 4.2(b). For convenience of

comparison, we also show the graphical model of PPCA in 4.2(a). We can see that

the difference between PRPCA and PPCA lies solely in the difference between Φ and

IN . Comparing (4.13) to (4.3), we can find that the observations of PPCA are sampled

independently while those of PRPCA are sampled with correlation. In fact, PPCA may

be seen as a degenerate case of PRPCA as detailed below in Remark 4.1:

Remark 4.1 When the i.i.d. assumption holds, i.e., all Aij = 0, PRPCA degenerates to

PPCA by setting γ = 0. Note that the only role that γ plays is to make ∆ � 0. Hence,

in our implementation, we always set γ to a very small positive value, such as 10−6.

Actually, we may even set γ to 0, because ∆ does not have to be pd.4 In Definition 2.3,

Σ � 0 and Ψ � 0 can be relaxed to Σ � 0 and Ψ � 0. When Σ � 0 and Ψ � 0, we say K

follows a singular matrix variate normal distribution (Gupta & Nagar, 2000), and all the

derivations for PRPCA are still correct. In our experiment, we find that the performance

under γ = 0 is almost the same as that under γ = 10−6.

As in PPCA, we set C = WWT + σ2Id. Then the log-likelihood of the observation

matrix T in PRPCA is

L1 = ln p(T) = −N
2

[
d ln(2π) + ln |C|+ tr(C−1H)

]
+ c, (4.14)

where c = −d
2

ln |Φ| can be seen as a constant independent of the parameters µ, W and

σ2, and H is defined as:

H =
(T− µeT )∆(T− µeT )T

N
. (4.15)

4If ∆ � 0, Φ = ∆−1 may not be computed. But fortunately, in the following learning procedure of
PRPCA, we only need ∆ rather than ∆−1 for computation.
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(a) Model of PPCA (b) Model of PRPCA

Figure 4.2: Graphical models of PPCA and PRPCA, in which T is the observation matrix,
X is the latent variable matrix, µ, W and σ2 are the parameters to learn, and the other
quantities are kept constant.

It is interesting to compare (4.14) with (4.4). We can find that to learn the parameters

W and σ2, the only difference between PRPCA and PPCA lies in the difference between H

and S. Hence, all the learning techniques derived previously for PPCA are also potentially

applicable to PRPCA simply by substituting S with H.

4.3.2 Learning

By setting the gradient of L1 with respect to µ to 0, we can get the maximum-likelihood

estimator (MLE) for µ as follows:

µ̂ =
T∆e

eT∆e
. (4.16)

As in PPCA (Tipping & Bishop, 1999), we devise two methods to learn W and σ2 in

PRPCA, one based on a closed-form solution and the other based on EM.

Closed-Form Solution

Theorem 4.1 The log-likelihood in (4.14) is maximized when

WML = Uq(Λq − σ2
MLIq)

1/2R, (4.17)

σ2
ML =

∑d
i=q+1 λi

d− q , (4.18)

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λd are the eigenvalues of H, Λq is a q × q diagonal matrix

containing the first q largest eigenvalues, Uq is a d × q matrix in which the q column

vectors are the principal eigenvectors of H corresponding to Λq, and R is an arbitrary

q × q orthogonal rotation matrix.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 makes use of techniques similar to those in Appendix A

of (Tipping & Bishop, 1999) and is omitted here.
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EM Algorithm

During the EM learning process, we treat {W, σ2} as parameters, X as missing data and

{T,X} as complete data. The EM algorithm operates by alternating between the E-step

and M-step. Here we only briefly describe the update rules and their derivation is left to

Appendix B.1.

In the E-step, the expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood with respect to

the distribution of the missing data X is computed. To compute the expectation of the

complete-data log-likelihood, we only need to compute the following sufficient statistics :

〈X〉 = M−1WT (T− µeT ), (4.19)

〈X∆XT 〉 = Nσ2M−1 + 〈X〉∆〈X〉T , (4.20)

where M = WTW + σ2Iq. Note that all these statistics are computed based on the

parameter values obtained from the previous iteration.

In the M-step, to maximize the expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood, the

parameters {W, σ2} are updated as follows:

W̃ = HW(σ2Iq + M−1WTHW)−1, (4.21)

σ̃2 =
tr(H−HWM−1W̃T )

d
, (4.22)

where H is defined in (4.15). Note that we use W here to denote the old value and W̃

for the updated new value.

4.3.3 Complexity Analysis

Suppose there are δ nonzero elements in ∆. We can see that the computation cost for H

is O(dN + dδ). In many applications δ is typically a constant multiple of N . Hence, we

can say that the time complexity for computing H is O(dN).

For the closed-form solution, we have to invert a d×d matrix. Hence, the computation

cost is O(dN + d3).

For EM, because d is typically larger than q, we can see that the computation cost

is O(dN + d2qT ), where T is the number of EM iterations. If the data are of very high

dimensionality, EM will be more efficient than the closed-form solution.

4.4 Experiments

Although PPCA possesses additional advantages when compared with the original non-

probabilistic formulation of PCA, they will get similar DR results when there exist no
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missing values in the data. If the task is to classify instances in the low-dimensional em-

bedding, the classifiers based on the embedding results of PCA and PPCA are expected

to achieve comparable results. Hence, we adopt PCA as the baseline to study the perfor-

mance of PRPCA. For the EM algorithm of PRPCA, we use PCA to initialize W, σ2 is

initialized to 10−6, and γ = 10−6. Because the EM algorithm and the closed-form solution

achieve similar results, we only report the results of the EM algorithm of PRPCA in the

following experiments.

4.4.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Scheme

We use three data sets to evaluate PRPCA. The first two data sets are Cora (McCallum

et al., 2000) and WebKB (Craven et al., 1998). We adopt the same strategy as that in

RRMF and link-content MF (Zhu et al., 2007) to preprocess these two data sets, the

detailed information about which can be found in Section 3.3.1.

The third data set is the PoliticalBook data set used in (Silva et al., 2008). This

data set contains 105 books, 43 of which are labeled as liberal ones. Pairs of books

that are frequently bought together by the same customer are used to represent the

relationships between them. The task is to decide whether a specific book is of liberal

political inclination or not. The words in the Amazon.com front page for a book are

used as features to represent the book. Each book is represented as bag-of-words. After

preprocessing, each book is represented by a feature vector of length 13,178. The original

data is available at http://www-personal.unich.edu/mejn/netdata, and the preprocessed

data can be downloaded from http://www.statslab.cam.ac.uk/∼silva. This data set is

used to demonstrate that PRPCA can also work well on data of very high dimensionality.

We adopt the same strategy as that in RRMF to evaluate PRPCA on the Cora and

WebKB data sets. More specifically, we adopt 5-fold cross validation to evaluate our

method. After the learning process of PRPCA, we adopt (4.19) to perform DR. Then

a linear SVM5 is trained for classification based on the low-dimensional representation.

The average classification accuracy and standard deviation over five repeats are used to

report the performance.

For the PoliticalBook data set, we first use PRPCA to perform DR. Then, a Gaussian

process classifier (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006) is trained based on the low-dimensional

representation, which is the same as the testing procedure of mixed graph Gaussian pro-

cess (XGP) (Silva et al., 2008).

5We use LIBSVM (Chang & Lin, 2001) to train all the SVM classifiers.
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4.4.2 Convergence Speed of EM

We use the DS and Cornell data sets to illustrate the convergence speed of the EM learning

procedure of PRPCA. The performance on other data sets has similar characteristics,

which is omitted here. With q = 50, the average classification accuracy based on 5-fold

cross validation against the number of EM iterations T is shown in Figure 4.3. We can see

that PRPCA achieves very promising and stable performance after a very small number

of iterations. We set T = 5 in all our following experiments.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence speed of the EM learning procedure of PRPCA.

4.4.3 Visualization

We use the PoliticalBook data set to visualize the DR results of PCA and PRPCA. For

the sake of visualization, q is set to 2. The results are depicted in Figure 4.4. We can see

that it is not easy to separate the two classes in the latent space of PCA. However, the

two classes are better separated from each other in the latent space of PRPCA. Hence,

good classification performance can be expected when the examples are classified in the

latent space of PRPCA, which will be verified by our subsequent experiment.

4.4.4 Performance

The dimensionality of Cora and WebKB is moderately high, but the dimensionality of

PoliticalBook is very high. We evaluate PRPCA on these two different kinds of data to

verify its effectiveness in general settings.
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of data points in the latent spaces of PCA and PRPCA for the
PoliticalBook data set. The positive and negative examples are shown as red crosses and
blue circles, respectively.

Performance on Cora and WebKB

We perform comparison between PRPCA and PCA to demonstrate that PRPCA can ex-

ploit relational information successfully to outperform PCA which discards the relational

information. The average classification accuracy with its standard deviation based on

5-fold cross validation against the dimensionality of the latent space q is shown in Figure

4.5. We can find that PRPCA can dramatically outperform PCA on all the data sets un-

der any dimensionality, which confirms that the relational information is very informative

and PRPCA can utilize it very effectively.

We also perform comparison between PRPCA and those methods evaluated in (Zhu

et al., 2007) and RRMF. The methods include: SVM on content, SVM on links, SVM

on link-content, directed graph regularization (DGR) (Zhou et al., 2004), PLSI+PHITS

(Cohn & Hofmann, 2000), and link-content MF (Zhu et al., 2007)6. As in the RRMF and

link-content MF method, we set q = 50 for PRPCA. The results are shown in Figure 4.6.

We can see that PRPCA and link-content MF achieve the best performance among all the

evaluated methods. Compared with link-content MF, PRPCA performs slightly better on

DS and HA while performing slightly worse on ML and Texas, and achieves comparable

performance on the other data sets. We can conclude that the overall performance of

PRPCA is comparable with that of link-content MF. Unlike link-content MF which is

transductive in nature, PRPCA naturally supports inductive inference. More specifically,

we can apply the learned transformation matrix of PRPCA to perform DR for unseen

test data, while link-content MF can only perform DR for those data available during the

6Link-content sup. MF in (Zhu et al., 2007) is not adopted here for comparison. Because during the DR
procedure link-content sup. MF employs additional label information which is not employed by other
DR methods, it is unfair to directly compare it with other methods.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between PRPCA and PCA on Cora and WebKB.
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training phase. From Chapter 3, we find that RRMF (Li & Yeung, 2009) achieves better

performance than PRPCA on the Cora data set. However, similar to link-content MF,

RRMF cannot be used for inductive inference either.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between PRPCA and other methods on Cora and WebKB.

Performance on PoliticalBook

As in XGP (Silva et al., 2008), we randomly choose half of the whole data for training

and the rest for testing. This subsampling process is repeated for 100 rounds and the

average area under the ROC curve (AUC) with its standard deviation is reported in

Table 4.1, where GPC is a Gaussian process classifier trained on the original feature

representation, relational Gaussian process (RGP) is the method in (Chu et al., 2007),

and latent Wishart process (LWP) (Li et al., 2009b) will be introduced in Chapter 6. For

PCA and PRPCA, we first use them to perform DR, and then a Gaussian process classifier

is trained based on the low-dimensional representation. Here, we set q = 5 for both PCA

and PRPCA. We can see that on this data set, PRPCA also dramatically outperforms

PCA and achieves performance comparable with the state of the art. Note that RGP and

XGP cannot learn a low-dimensional embedding for the instances. Although LWP can

also learn a low-dimensional embedding for the instances, the computation cost to obtain

a low-dimensional embedding for a test instance is O(N3) because it has to invert the

kernel matrix defined on the training data.

Table 4.1: Performance on the PoliticalBook data set.

GPC RGP XGP LWP PCA PRPCA

0.92 0.98 0.98 0.98 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.02
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4.5 Conclusion

The i.i.d. assumption adopted by most traditional DR methods is unreasonable for rela-

tional data. In this chapter, we propose a novel DR method, called PRPCA, for relational

data analysis. Although we no longer make the i.i.d. assumption in PRPCA, the learning

algorithms for PRPCA can still be devised easily like those for PPCA. Extensive experi-

ments on some real-world data sets show that PRPCA can effectively utilize the relational

information to dramatically outperform PCA.
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CHAPTER 5

SPARSE PROBABILISTIC RELATIONAL
PROJECTION

5.1 Introduction

PCA (Jolliffe, 2002) and PPCA (Tipping & Bishop, 1999) are very popular dimension-

ality reduction methods which have been widely used to explore the structure of a high-

dimensional data set by mapping the data set into a low-dimensional space via a projection

(or called transformation) matrix. However, it is difficult to interpret the results of PCA

and PPCA because each principal component is a linear combination of all the origi-

nal variables. To achieve interpretability, some sparse versions of PCA or PPCA have

been proposed by enforcing many entries of the projection matrix to go to zero. Sparse

PCA (SPCA) (Zou et al., 2006) first reformulates PCA as a regression-type optimiza-

tion problem and then applies the elastic net (Zou & Hastie, 2005) constraint on the

regression coefficients to get a sparse projection matrix. In (Sigg & Buhmann, 2008),

sparsity is achieved by putting a 1-norm (L1) constraint on the projection matrix during

the EM (Dempster et al., 1977) learning procedure of PPCA. In (Archambeau & Bach,

2008) and (Guan & Dy, 2009), sparse versions of PPCA are proposed by putting some

sparsity-inducing priors such as the Jeffreys prior on the projection matrix.

All the variants of PCA and sparse PCA mentioned above assume that the instances

are i.i.d. Hence, they are not suitable for modeling relational data in which the instances

are not i.i.d. PRPCA, which extends PPCA by eliminating the i.i.d. assumption, can per-

form dimensionality reduction for relational data. By explicitly modeling the covariance

between instances, PRPCA dramatically outperforms PCA and PPCA. However, as in

PCA and PPCA, the results learned by PRPCA also lack interpretability.

In this chapter, we propose a sparse version of PRPCA, called sparse probabilistic

relational projection (SPRP), to learn a sparse projection matrix for relational dimen-

sionality reduction. The sparsity in SPRP is achieved by imposing on the projection

matrix a sparsity-inducing prior such as the Laplace prior or Jeffreys prior. We propose

an EM algorithm to learn the parameters of SPRP. Compared with PRPCA, the sparsity

in SPRP not only makes the results more interpretable but also makes the projection

operation much more efficient without compromising its accuracy. Furthermore, com-

pared with traditional sparse projection methods based on the i.i.d. assumption, SPRP
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can learn a more discriminative projection by explicitly modeling the covariance between

instances.

5.2 Sparse Probabilistic Relational Projection

We propose to put a sparsity-inducing prior on W to encourage many of its entries to go to

zero. The resulting model is called sparse probabilistic relational projection (SPRP) due to

its sparsity property. Although there exist many sparsity-inducing priors in the literature,

e.g., (Figueiredo, 2003; Caron & Doucet, 2008; Archambeau & Bach, 2008; Guan & Dy,

2009), here we consider only two of them, the Laplace prior and Jeffreys prior. Using

other sparsity-inducing priors in SPRP is expected to follow the same principle and will

be left to our future pursuit.

5.2.1 SPRP with Laplace Prior

In SPCA (Zou et al., 2006), sparsity is achieved by putting an L1 regularization term on

the projection matrix. Here we learn a sparse W for SPRP in a similar way. However,

unlike SPCA which is formulated from a non-probabilistic view, SRPR is based on a

probabilistic formulation which can automatically learn the hyperparameters while the

non-probabilistic formulation cannot.

We adopt the Laplace (i.e., double-exponential) prior (Park & Casella, 2008; Guan &

Dy, 2009) for W:

p(Wij |λ) =

√
λ

2
exp

{
−
√
λ‖Wij‖1

}
,

p(W |λ) =
d∏
i=1

q∏
j=1

p(Wij |λ)

=
(√λ

2

)dq
exp

{
−
√
λ‖W‖1

}
,

where ‖ · ‖1 denotes the absolute value for a scalar and the 1-norm for a matrix.

If we use Θ = {µ,W, σ2} to denote the set of parameters in PRPCA and SPRP, the

log-posterior of Θ can be computed as follows:

ln p(Θ |T) = ln p(T |Θ) + ln p(Θ) + c0

=− N

2

[
ln |C|+ tr(C−1H)

]
−
√
λ‖W‖1 + ln p(µ) + ln p(σ2) + c1, (5.1)
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where C and H are the same as those in PRPCA, c0 and c1 are constants independent of

Θ 1.

For simplicity, here we adopt the maximum a posteriori (MAP) strategy to estimate

the parameters. Due to the L1 constraint on W, the MAP estimation of W will naturally

induce sparsity, which means that many entries of W will be automatically driven to zero

during the learning procedure. Here, we assume that p(µ) and p(σ2) are uniform.

Remark 5.1 Of course, we may also put non-uniform priors, such as conjugate priors,

on µ and σ2. Here, uniform priors for µ and σ2 are adopted mainly for fair compar-

ison because they are also adopted in PRPCA. Alternatively, we may also treat all the

parameters as random variables and resort to fully Bayesian methods, such as variational

methods (Jordan et al., 1999), for learning and inference. However, since our focus is

on demonstrating the promising advantages of sparsity under the PRPCA framework, all

these possible variants are left to future extensions.

It is not easy to directly optimize the objective function in (5.1) though. As in (Park

& Casella, 2008; Guan & Dy, 2009), we adopt a hierarchical interpretation of the Laplace

prior:

p(Zij |λ) =
λ

2
exp

{
−λ

2
Zij

}
, for Zij ≥ 0, (5.2)

Wij |Zij ∼ N (0, Zij). (5.3)

It is easy to show that this hierarchical reformulation is equivalent to the original

Laplace prior, because

p(Wij |λ) =

∫
p(Wij |Zij)p(Zij |λ)dZij

=

√
λ

2
exp

{
−
√
λ‖Wij‖1

}
. (5.4)

Figure 5.1(b) depicts the graphical model of SPRP as compared with that of PRPCA

in Figure 5.1(a).

Learning

By setting the gradient of ln p(Θ |T) with respect to µ to zero, we get the (closed-form)

MAP estimate for µ as follows:

µ̂ =
T∆e

eT∆e
. (5.5)

1Here, p(T |Θ) is the same as p(T) in PRPCA because p(T) in PRPCA is actually dependent on Θ. In
SPRP, we explicitly show that T is dependent on Θ for convenience of discussion.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical models of PRPCA and SPRP, in which T is the observation matrix,
X and Z are the latent variable matrices, µ, W and σ2 are the parameters to learn, λ is
the hyperparameter, and the other quantities are kept constant.

For the other parameters (W and σ2) of SPRP, we derive an (iterative) EM (Dempster

et al., 1977) algorithm to learn them. For the rest of this chapter, we still use Θ to refer to

the parameters but they only contain W and σ2 because µ can be directly computed by

(5.5). During the EM learning procedure, we treat {Z,X} as missing data and {T,Z,X}
as complete data. The EM algorithm for MAP estimation operates by alternating between

the following two steps:

• E-step: The expectation of the complete-data log-posterior with respect to the

distribution of the missing variables {Z,X} is computed. This expected value is

often called the Q-function which is defined as follows:

Q (Θ |Θ(t)) =

∫
dZ dX p(Z,X |Θ(t),T) ln p(Θ |T,Z,X).

• M-step: The Q-function is maximized to update the parameters:

Θ(t+ 1) = argmax
Θ

Q (Θ |Θ(t)) .

The whole EM learning procedure is summarized in Algorithm 5.1 and the detailed

derivation is left to Appendix B.2. Note that as in PRPCA, we use W and σ2 to denote

the old values and W̃ and σ̃2 for the updated ones.

To learn the hyperparameter λ, we may resort to the cross-validation strategy. Alter-

natively, we may treat λ as one of the parameters, just like W, to get the following EM

updating equation:

λ =
2dq∑d

i=1

∑q
j=1〈Zij〉

.
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Algorithm 5.1 EM algorithm for SPRP

Initialize W and σ2.
for t = 1 to T

E-step: Compute the sufficient statistics
M = WTW + σ2Iq,
〈X〉 = M−1WT (T− µeT ),
〈X∆XT 〉 = Nσ2M−1 + 〈X〉∆〈X〉T ,

〈 1
Zij
〉 =

√
λ

‖Wij‖1 .

M-step: Update the parameters
for i = 1 to d

Σi = diag
(‖Wi1‖1√

λ
, · · · , ‖Wiq‖1√

λ

)
,

W̃i∗ = Hi∗WM−1Σi

[
(σ2Iq + M−1WTHW)M−1Σi + σ2

N
Iq
]−1

.
end for
σ̃2 = tr[H−HWM−1W̃T ]

d
.

end for

5.2.2 SPRP with Jeffreys Prior

The Jeffreys prior (Figueiredo, 2003; Guan & Dy, 2009) is a noninformative prior. To use

the Jeffreys prior, we only need to change the density function of Zij in (5.2) to:

p(Zij) ∝
1

Zij
.

We can see that there exist no hyperparameters in the Jeffreys prior but the Laplace prior

does have the hyperparameter λ which needs to be learned.

With the Jeffreys prior, the log-posterior can be computed as follows:

ln p(Θ |T) = ln p(T |Θ) + ln p(Θ) + c2

=− N

2

[
ln |C|+ tr(C−1H)

]
− ln ‖W‖1 + ln p(µ) + ln p(σ2) + c3, (5.6)

where c2 and c3 are constants independent of the parameters. We can see that the only

difference between (5.1) and (5.6) lies in the difference between the regularization terms√
λ‖W‖1 and ln ‖W‖1.

To learn the parameters for SPRP with the Jeffreys prior, we only need to change

〈 1
Zij
〉 and Σi in Algorithm 5.1 as follows:

〈 1

Zij
〉 =

1

W 2
ij

Σi = diag
(
W 2
i1, . . . ,W

2
iq

)
.
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5.2.3 Complexity Analysis

To train the model, we need O(dN) time to compute H and O(Tqd2 + Tdq3) for the T

EM iterations. Hence, the total time complexity is O(dN +Tqd2 +Tdq3). If d > q2, Tqd2

will be larger than Tdq3 and so the time complexity will become O(dN + Tqd2) which is

equal to that of PRPCA.

If we want to use the learned W to perform projection, the time complexity will depend

on the number of nonzero entries in W. Generally speaking, SPRP has lower projection

cost than PRPCA because the W in SPRP is more sparse than that in PRPCA.

5.3 Experiments

As in PRPCA, we adopt PCA to initialize W, initialize σ2 to 10−6, and set γ to 10−6.

We set the number of EM iterations T to 30 because 30 iterations are sufficient for both

PRPCA and SPRP to achieve good performance. The baseline methods for comparison

include PCA, sparse probabilistic projection (SPP) (Archambeau & Bach, 2008) and

PRPCA. Through the experiments we want to verify the following claims: (1) PCA

cannot effectively exploit the relational information in relational data. Furthermore, it

cannot learn interpretable results. (2) Due to its i.i.d. assumption, SPP cannot achieve

satisfactory performance even though it can learn interpretable results. (3) PRPCA can

effectively exploit the relational information, but it cannot learn interpretable results.

(4) SPRP not only can effectively exploit the relational information, but it can also learn

interpretable results.

5.3.1 Data Sets

Three data sets are used for our experimental evaluation. The first two are the preprocessed

WebKB (Craven et al., 1998) and Cora (McCallum et al., 2000) data sets used for RRMF

and PRPCA. The third data set is called Cora-IR, which contains the information retrieval

papers from the original Cora data set (McCallum et al., 2000). All these data sets use

the bag-of-words representation for the content information.

The detailed information about the preprocessed WebKB and Cora data sets can be

found in Section 3.3.1. Because we do not have the dictionary for generating the bag-of-

words representation in the preprocessed WebKB and Cora data sets, we collect another

data set, called Cora-IR. The Cora-IR data set contains 350 information retrieval papers

from the original Cora set (McCallum et al., 2000). There are four subfields (classes) in

Cora-IR: retrieval, filtering, extraction, and digital library. We use the title of each paper

for the content information. After preprocessing, we get a dictionary of 787 words. For
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each word, there is at least one instance (paper) containing it. We will use this dictionary

to demonstrate the interpretability of SPRP.

In RRMF and PRPCA, only information about the words (bag-of-words) is used to

represent the content information. We expand the original content features by adding

some extra features extracted from the original directed links. The ith link feature is

referred to as link-to-instance i. For example, if instance k links to instance i, the ith

link feature of instance k will be 1. Otherwise, it will be 0. In fact, this kind of link

features can also be treated as content information. For example, given a paper, the

link-to-instance i feature actually reflects whether the reference part of that paper contains

paper i. For a web page, the link-to-instance i feature can also be directly extracted from

the HTML file (content) of that page. Note that it is somewhat impractical to treat the

linked-by-instance i features as content features because they cannot be directly extracted

from the content of the instances. For example, the papers citing a specific paper i are

not included in the content of paper i. After extracting the link features, we combine the

original bag-of-words with the link features to obtain the expanded content features. We

can see that the way to get the expanded content features also assumes that the instances

are i.i.d. We will show that this way of using link information is not good enough to

capture the structure information in relational data. On the contrary, PRPCA and SPRP,

which are not based on the i.i.d. assumption, can provide more effective ways to model

relational data. In what follows, we will refer to the original bag-of-words representation

as original content features.

5.3.2 Laplace Prior vs. Jeffreys Prior

We define the degree of sparsity (DoS ) of W as follows:

DoS =
number of zero entries in W

dq
× 100%.

From (5.1), we can see that λ in the Laplace prior controls the DoS of the learned W.

The larger λ is, the larger will the DoS of W be. Here, we vary λ to get different DoS and

then evaluate the corresponding accuracy.2 We only report here results on the DS data

set because other data sets exhibit similar properties. The accuracy of PRPCA on the DS

data set is 68.1%. The corresponding results of SPRP with the Laplace prior are shown

in Table 5.1. From the results, we can discover some interesting properties of SPRP:

• In general, the larger the DoS is, the lower will the accuracy be. This is reasonable

because less information about the features will be used to construct the principal

components with larger DoS .

2The definition of accuracy will be given later in Section 5.3.4.
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• Compared with PRPCA, SPRP can achieve a DoS as large as 60% without com-

promising its accuracy. Even when DoS = 70%, the accuracy of SPRP is still com-

parable with that of PRPCA. This shows that the sparsity pursuit in SPRP is very

meaningful because it can obtain interpretable results without compromising its

accuracy.

Table 5.1: Accuracy (Acc) against DoS for SPRP with the Laplace prior.

DoS (%) 30 50 60 70 76 80 90 96

Acc (%) 68.8 68.7 68.1 67.5 66.9 66.7 65.9 63.2

For the Jeffreys prior, there are no hyperparameters to tune. After learning, we get

an accuracy of 68.1% with DoS = 76%. Hence, with similar DoS , the Jeffreys prior

can achieve slightly higher accuracy than the Laplace prior. From Table 5.1, we also

find that a relatively good tradeoff between the DoS and accuracy can be obtained if

70% < DoS < 80%. Hence, we can say that the Jeffreys prior can adaptively learn a good

DoS . Due to this nice property, we only report the results of SPRP with the Jeffreys

prior in the rest of this chapter. For fair comparison, we also use the Jeffreys prior for

SPP (Archambeau & Bach, 2008).

5.3.3 Interpretability

For all the projection methods, we set the dimensionality of the latent space to 50. For

Cora-IR, we adopt the original content features because we need to use the selected words

for illustration. For all the other data sets, we use the expanded content features.

The DoS comparison of PCA, SPP, PRPCA and SPRP is shown in Table 5.2. We can

see that the DoS of both PCA and PRPCA on WebKB and Cora-IR is either 0 or close

to 0, which means that all the original variables (i.e., words) will be used to compute the

principal components for PCA and PRPCA. For Cora, there exist some features (words)

that no instances (papers) contain them. That is to say, all entries in the corresponding

rows of the content matrix T will be zero. We also find that the zeroes in W are from

those rows corresponding to the all-zero rows in T. Hence, we can say that on Cora,

PCA and PRPCA cannot learn sparse projection matrices either. Due to this non-sparse

property, the results of PCA and PRPCA lack interpretability. On the contrary, both

SPP and SPRP can learn sparse projection matrices. Compared with SPP, SPRP achieves

lower DoS . However, the discrimination ability of SPRP is much higher than SPP, as to

be shown later in Section 5.3.4.
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Table 5.2: DoS (in %) comparison of PCA, SPP, PRPCA and SPRP.

PCA SPP PRPCA SPRP

Cora-IR 0 90 0 72
DS 18 88 20 76
HA 16 86 18 72
ML 10 90 12 76
PL 11 90 13 76

Cornell 0 74 0 48
Texas 0 77 0 42

Washington 1 74 1 47
Wisconsin 0 75 0 47

To further compare the results of SPP and SPRP in terms of interpretability, we

show some details of the first six columns of W in Table 5.3. In the table, the ‘Selected

Words’, arranged in descending order in terms of their W values, correspond to the top

10 nonzero entries in W. It is easy to see that the learned projection matrix of either

SPRP or SPP does show some discrimination ability. More specifically, W∗1 mainly cor-

responds to the class retrieval, W∗2 to filtering, W∗3 and W∗4 to extraction, and W∗5 and

W∗6 to digital library. This is very promising because we can use the magnitude of the

corresponding principal components to measure the class proportions of each instance.

Detailed comparison between the words selected by SPP and SPRP shows that the words

selected by SPRP is more discriminative than those selected by SPP. For example, ‘dic-

tionary’ is more related to retrieval than ‘agents’, and ‘symbolic’ and ‘wrapper’ are more

related to extraction than ‘multi’ and ‘empirical’.

Table 5.3: Some details of the projection matrices learned by SPRP and SPP.

Selected Words (arranged in descending order in terms of their W values)

SPRP

W∗1 information; retrieval; cross; language; extraction; system; evaluation; techniques; dictionary; incremental
W∗2 text; categorization; learning; classification; information; feature; retrieval; selection; classifiers; algorithm
W∗3 web; wide; learning; world; information; extract; symbolic; aid; formatting; extraction
W∗4 extraction; information; learning; structured; rules; wrapper; documents; induction; grammatical; machine
W∗5 text; language; digital; wide; world; high; processing; structured; sources; information
W∗6 digital; library; learning; libraries; image; market; services; decoding; stanford; metadata

SPP

W∗1 information; retrieval; agents; evaluation; system; cross; language; intelligent; dissemination; distributed
W∗2 text; categorization; learning; classification; information; feature; selection; extraction; study; case
W∗3 web; wide; world; learning; information; search; multi; patterns; server; performance
W∗4 extraction; information; learning; rules; disclosure; automatically; structured; basis; dictionary; empirical
W∗5 text; digital; world; wide; information; system; library; categorization; processing; high
W∗6 digital; library; learning; services; libraries; market; video; access; navigating; agents

For SPRP, 116 out of 787 words are not used to construct any principal component,

which means that the entire rows of W corresponding to those words are zero. Hence,

SPRP can also be used to perform feature elimination, which will speed up the collection
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process for new data. For example, some eliminated words include ‘wwww’, ‘aboutness’,

‘uu’, ‘erol’, ‘stylistic’, ‘encounter’, ‘classificatin’, ‘hypercode’, ‘broswer’, ‘lacking’, ‘multi-

spectral’, and ‘exchanges’. It is interesting to note that most of them are typos or not

related to information retrieval at all.

5.3.4 Accuracy

As in PRPCA, we adopt 5-fold cross validation to evaluate the accuracy. The dimen-

sionality of the latent space is set to 50 for all the dimensionality reduction methods.

After dimensionality reduction, a linear SVM is trained for classification based on the

low-dimensional representation. The average classification accuracy for 5-fold cross vali-

dation, together with the standard deviation, is used as the performance metric.
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Figure 5.2: Results in average classification accuracy with standard deviation on the Cora
data set.

The results on Cora and WebKB are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively.

PRPCA based on the original content features is denoted as PRPCA0, which achieves

performance comparable with the state-of-the-art methods (Li et al., 2009a). All the other

methods are based on the expanded content features. Compared with PCA, the higher ac-

curacy of PRPCA0 shows that it is not good enough to just extract the extra information

from the links and still assume the instances to be i.i.d. Comparison between PRPCA

and PRPCA0 shows that slightly better performance can be achieved with the expanded

content features, particularly for the Cora data set. Comparison between PRPCA and

PCA verifies the claim in Chapter 4 that PRPCA dramatically outperforms PCA by

eliminating the i.i.d. assumption. Comparison between SPP and PCA shows that the
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Figure 5.3: Results in average classification accuracy with standard deviation on the
WebKB data set.

sparsity pursuit does not necessarily deteriorate the accuracy for the case with the i.i.d.

assumption. Comparison between SPRP and SPP shows that under the sparsity pur-

suit case, dramatic accuracy improvement can also be achieved by explicitly modeling

the covariance between instances, which once again verifies that the i.i.d. assumption is

unreasonable for relational data. Finally, comparison between SPRP and PRPCA shows

that under the PRPCA framework, we can also achieve sparsity without compromising

accuracy.

5.3.5 Projection Cost

When the projection matrix learned is used to perform projection, the sparsity of SPRP

will make its projection cost much lower than that of PRPCA. Table 5.4 reports the

projection time needed to perform projection on the Cora and WebKB data sets. The

test is performed with MATLAB implementation on a 2.33GHz personal computer. We

can see that SPRP is much faster than PRPCA for the projection operation.

5.4 Conclusion

We have proposed a sparse version of PRPCA, called SPRP, to learn a sparse projection

matrix for relational dimensionality reduction. Compared with PRPCA, the sparsity in

SPRP not only makes its results interpretable, but it also makes the projection operation

much more efficient without compromising its accuracy. Furthermore, compared with
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Table 5.4: Projection time (in seconds) comparison of PRPCA and SPRP.

PRPCA SPRP

DS 2.431 0.749
HA 0.834 0.284
ML 8.225 2.272
PL 7.507 2.123

Cornell 2.362 1.241
Texas 2.273 1.323

Washington 3.588 1.946
Wisconsin 3.778 2.029

traditional sparse projection methods based on the i.i.d. assumption, SPRP can learn a

more discriminative projection by explicitly modeling the covariance between instances.
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CHAPTER 6

LATENT WISHART PROCESSES

6.1 Introduction

Kernel methods, such as SVM and Gaussian process (GP) (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006),

have been widely used in many applications giving very promising performance. In kernel

methods, the similarity between instances is represented by a kernel function defined

over the input attributes. In general, the choice of an appropriate kernel function and

its corresponding parameters is difficult in practice. Poorly chosen kernel functions can

impair the performance significantly. Hence, kernel learning (Lanckriet et al., 2004; Zhang

et al., 2006), which tries to find a good kernel matrix for the training data, is very

important for kernel-based classifier design.

In many relational data, relationships (i.e., links) between (some) instances may also be

available in the data in addition to the input attributes. The relational information often

provides very strong hints to refine the correlation (or similarity) between instances. This

motivates our work on relational kernel learning (RKL), which refers to learning a kernel

matrix (or a kernel function) for relational data by incorporating relational information

into the learning process.

Most existing SRL methods, such as HCI methods, PRMs and PLMs, are not based on

the kernel approach. More recently, relational Gaussian process (RGP) (Chu et al., 2007)

and mixed graph Gaussian process (XGP) (Silva et al., 2008) were proposed to model

relational data from a kernel point of view. Both of them utilize relational information

to learn the covariance (or kernel) matrix for a Gaussian process. Hence, RGP and XGP

are relational kernel learning methods and we will follow their path in this chapter.

We propose a novel model, called LWP hereafter, based on latent Wishart processes to

learn the kernel for relational data by seamlessly integrating relational information with

input attributes. Several promising properties of LWP are highlighted here:

• LWP adopts the kernel for input attributes to define the prior for the target kernel,

and use the link information to define the likelihood. Finally, MAP estimation is

applied to learn the target kernel. Hence, LWP seamlessly integrates the two views

into a principled framework.
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• To the best of our knowledge, LWP is the first model that employs Wishart processes

for relational learning.

• Unlike many other existing models, such as XGP, which are only suitable for the

transductive setting, LWP is naturally applicable for inductive inference over unseen

test data.

• During the kernel learning phase, no label information for the instances is needed,

which makes it easy to extend LWP for visualization and clustering of relational

data.

6.2 Wishart Processes

Definition 6.1 (Gupta & Nagar, 2000) An N × N random symmetric positive definite

matrix C is said to have a Wishart distribution with parameters N, q, and N × N

scale matrix Σ � 0, written as C ∼ WN(q,Σ), if its p.d.f. is given by

|C|(q−N−1)/2

2qN/2ΓN(q/2)|Σ|q/2 exp
(
− 1

2
tr(Σ−1C)

)
, q ≥ N. (6.1)

Here Σ � 0 means that Σ is positive definite (pd).

Assume that we are given an input space T = {t1, t2, . . .}.

Definition 6.2 (Zhang et al., 2006) The kernel function {C(ti, tj); ti, tj ∈ T } is said to

be a Wishart process (WP) if for any N ∈ N and {t1, . . . , tN} ⊆ T , the N×N random

matrix C = [C(ti, tj)]
N
i,j=1 follows a Wishart distribution.

For C : T × T → R, there exists a corresponding mapping (say B) from the input

space T to a latent (feature) space (say F ⊂ Rq), i.e., a vector-valued function B(t) =

(B1(t), . . . , Bq(t))T such that C(ti, tj) = B(ti)
TB(tj). (Zhang et al., 2006) proved that

C(ti, tj) is a Wishart process if and only if the Bj(t) (j = 1, . . . , q) are q mutually

independent Gaussian processes.

Although q is possibly infinite, we assume that it is finite here for simplicity. Denote

C = [C(ti, tj)]
N
i,j=1 ∈ RN×N and B = [B(t1), . . . , B(tN)]T = [b1, . . . ,bN ]T ∈ RN×q. Then

the bi are the latent vectors, and C = BBT is the linear kernel in the latent space but is

a nonlinear kernel w.r.t. the input space.

Theorem 6.1 Let Σ be an N×N positive definite matrix. Then C is distributed accord-

ing to the Wishart distribution WN(q,Σ) if and only if B is distributed according to the

matrix-variate normal distribution NN,q(0,Σ⊗Iq).
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Proof: If q ≥ N , the theorem can be proven by combination of Theorem 3.2.2 and

Theorem 3.3.3 in (Gupta & Nagar, 2000).

If q < N , C follows a singular Wishart distribution (Srivastava, 2003), and the cor-

responding B is distributed according to the singular matrix-variate normal distribution

(Definition 2.4.1 in (Gupta & Nagar, 2000)). The proof is similar to the case of q ≥ N .

�

Theorem 6.1 shows an interesting connection; namely, the degree of freedom q in the

Wishart process is the dimensionality of the latent space F .

6.3 Methodology

Although directed links are common in some data sets, they can be converted into undi-

rected links in many cases. In this chapter, we only focus on modeling undirected links

which represent symmetric (or reciprocal) relationships. Furthermore, in the real world

the relationship between two nodes can be either “positive” or “negative”, which means

that the attributes of the connected nodes have positive or negative correlation, respec-

tively. Here we only consider positive relationships, although it is straightforward to

extend our proposed model to negative relationships. The extension of our model for

directed links with negative relationships will be pursued in our future work.

As in RRMF and PRPCA, we use a d × N matrix T to denote the content matrix

with T∗n = tn ∈ Rd. The N ×N matrix A denotes the adjacency (link) matrix of the N

instances. Aik is a binary variable indicating the existence of a relationship (link) between

instances i and k, namely,

Aik =

{
1 if there exists a link between ti and tk
0 otherwise.

Rather than considering the design of a kernel classifier, we focus our attention on the

learning of the kernel function for any kernel classifier by utilizing the relational informa-

tion, i.e., relational kernel learning.

Unlike conventional kernel learning methods (Lanckriet et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,

2006) which use the class labels to learn the kernel matrix, the setting for the relational

kernel learning in LWP does not use any instance label. LWP only uses the input feature

vectors and the relational information A to learn the kernel. Thus, LWP is unsupervised

in nature.
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6.3.1 Model

The available information for RKL includes both the input attributes and the binary

variables {Aik}. The goal of RKL is to learn a target kernel function C(ti, tk) which

takes both the input attributes and the relational information into consideration. Let

Cik = C(ti, tk). Then C = [Cik]
N
i,k=1 will be a positive semidefinite matrix. We now model

C by a (singular) Wishart distribution WN(q,Σ). This implies that C(ti, tk) follows a

Wishart process.

Let K(ti, tk) be a kernel function just defined on the input attributes. For example,

the linear kernel K(ti, tk) = tTi tk is such a kernel function. Similarly, K = [K(ti, tk)]
N
i,k=1

is a positive semidefinite matrix. If we set Σ = β(K + λIN) with β > 0 and λ being

typically a very small number to make Σ � 0, we have

C ∼ WN(q, β(K + λIN)). (6.2)

Consequently, the input attributes are successfully integrated into the target kernel

function.

To incorporate the relational information for the learning of C(·, ·), we regard each Aik

as a Bernoulli variable, which is determined by the latent variable Cik via a logistic link

function Sik. Given the Cik, we further assume that the Aik are independent. Moreover,

we assume that the links are symmetric with no self loops, i.e., Aik = Aki and Aii = 0.

Then, we have

p(A|C) =
∏
i 6=k

SAik
ik (1− Sik)1−Aik

with Sik =
exp(Cik/2)

1 + exp(Cik/2)
. (6.3)

To this end, both the input attributes and the relational information are seamlessly

integrated into the same framework, in which the input attributes define the scale matrix

of the prior for the distribution of the target kernel function and the relational information

defines the likelihood computed based on the target kernel function. Then, learning

algorithms such as MAP estimation can be used to learn the latent variables Cik. After

learning the model, the target kernel function C(ti, tk) will take both the input attributes

and the relational information into consideration. We can directly use this new kernel

function to implement kernel classification methods such as SVM and GP-based classifiers.

In our experiments, we apply C(ti, tk) as a kernel function for a GP-based classifier.

In this model, the Wishart process C(ti, tk) is used to define latent variables {Cik}Ni,k=1.

We thus call this model latent Wishart process (LWP) model.
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6.3.2 Learning

It is natural to consider the MAP estimate of C, namely,

argmax
C

log
[
p(A|C)p(C)

]
.

Theorem 6.1 shows that finding the MAP estimate of C is equivalent to finding the MAP

estimate of B. In particular, we note that for the applications presented in Section 6.5,

small values of q, typically no larger than 50, are sufficient for delivering good performance.

This motivates us to alternatively find the MAP estimate of B, which will dramatically

reduce the computation cost. Consequently, we attempt to maximize the following log

posterior probability:

L(B) = log{p(A|B)p(B)}

=
∑
i 6=k

log p(Aik|Bi∗,Bk∗) + log p(B)

=
∑
i 6=k

[
AikBi∗B

T
k /2− log(1 + exp(Bi∗B

T
k∗/2))

]
− 1

2
tr
[(K + λIN)−1

β
BBT

]
+ C

=
∑
i 6=k

[
AikBi∗B

T
k∗/2− log(1 + exp(Bi∗B

T
k∗/2))

]
− 1

2

∑
i,k

σikBi∗B
T
k∗ + C,

where [σik]
N
i,k=1 = (K+λIN )−1

β
and C is a constant independent of B. We employ a block

quasi-Newton method to solve the maximization of L(B) w.r.t. B. The basic idea is to

approximate the Hessian matrix ∂2L
∂B∂BT by using the block diagonal matrix:

∂2L

∂B∂BT
= Block diag

( ∂2L

∂BT
1∗∂B1∗

, . . . ,
∂2L

∂BT
N∗∂BN∗

)
.

The Fisher score vector and Hessian matrix of L w.r.t. BT
i∗ are given by

∂L

∂BT
i∗

=
∑
j 6=i

(Aij − Sij − σij)BT
j∗ − σiiBT

i∗

∂2L

∂BT
i∗∂Bi∗

= −1

2

∑
j 6=i

Sij(1−Sij)BT
j∗Bj∗ − σiiIq , −Hi.

Given the initial values Bi∗(0), the update equations for the Bi∗ are

BT
i∗(t+1)=BT

i∗(t) + γ ·Hi(t)
−1 ∂L

∂BT
i∗

∣∣∣∣
B=B(t)

, i = 1, . . . , N, (6.4)

where γ is the step size. A strategy to make the objective function monotonically increase

is to learn γ in each update step, but to search for a suitable γ in each update step might
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incur high computation cost. In our experiment, we find that if γ is simply set to a value

less than 0.1, our algorithm works very well for all the experiments. Although in this case

the objective function does not necessarily increase monotonically, the long-term trend of

it is increasing. This makes our algorithm not only very fast but also very accurate.

Note that this iterative procedure works in a parallel manner. It may also work

sequentially. However, our experiments show that the parallel scheme is more stable than

the sequential scheme. As we have mentioned, the size of Hi is q×q with q being always

a small number in our experiments, so the iterative procedure is very efficient. We adopt

KPCA (Schölkopf et al., 1998) to initialize the values Bi∗(0).

6.3.3 Out-of-Sample Extension

It is easy for LWP to perform out-of-sample extension (or called inductive inference),

which means that we can use the learned LWP to predict the Bi∗ for new test data.

Let A =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]
and Σ =

[
Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

]
, where A11(Σ11) is an n1×n1 matrix

and A22(Σ22) is an n2×n2 matrix. Suppose the n1 instances corresponding to A11 and Σ11

are training data, and A22 and Σ22 correspond to new test data. Similarly, we partition

B =

[
B1

B2

]
, C =

[
C11 C12

C21 C22

]
=

[
B1B

T
1 B1B

T
2

B2B
T
1 B2B

T
2

]
. Because B ∼ NN,q(0, Σ⊗Iq), we

have B1 ∼ Nn1,q(0, Σ11⊗Iq) and

B2 |B1 ∼ Nn2,q

(
Σ21Σ

−1
11 B1, Σ22·1 ⊗ Iq

)
, (6.5)

where Σ22·1 = Σ22 −Σ21Σ
−1
11 Σ12.

For inductive inference, we first find the MAP estimate of B1 based on

argmax
B1

log p(A11|B1)p(B1),

and then adopt the conditional expectation (or conditional mean) of B2 given B1 to

estimate B2, which is given by Σ21Σ
−1
11 B1 based on (6.5).

6.3.4 Complexity Analysis

Since Hi is of size q×q, the computational complexity to invert it is O(q3). Typically, q

is a very small number. Hence, to update the whole B, only O(N) time is needed.

The most costly operation is to compute (K +λIN)−1, which typically has complexity

of O(N3). However, if a linear kernel is adopted, i.e., K = TTT, we can use Woodbury
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identity to speed up the computation. That is, (TTT + λIN)−1 = 1
λ
IN − 1

λ
TT (λId +

TTT )−1T. Then the time complexity will be O(N2).

Hence, if K is nonlinear, the overall complexity is O(N3). Otherwise, it is O(N2).

6.4 Related Work

The methods that are most related to our LWP model are RGP (Chu et al., 2007) and

XGP (Silva et al., 2008). Both RGP and XGP also try to learn the covariance (kernel)

matrix for Gaussian processes by exploiting the relationships between instances. Unlike

LWP which is to learn multiple (q) GPs, RGP and XGP only learn one GP. In fact,

when q = 1, B (N×1) in LWP degenerates to a single Gaussian process. Hence, our

model can be regarded as a generalization of RGP and XGP. The key difference between

them is that LWP treats C = BBT as the learned kernel matrix, which can be further

used to train all kinds of kernel classifiers. In RGP and XGP, however, p(B|A) is itself

a prediction function with B being a vector of function values for all input points. The

learned kernel, which is the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution p(B|A), is

(K−1 + Π−1)−1 in RGP and (K + Π) in XGP, where Π is a kernel matrix capturing the

link information. Since there is no closed-form solution for p(B|A), RGP and XGP adopt

different approximation strategies to compute the posterior covariance matrix.

Another related work is the stochastic relational model in (Yu et al., 2006; Yu & Chu,

2007), where C is modeled as a tensor GP rather than a WP. Since C in (Yu & Chu,

2007; Yu et al., 2006) is not guaranteed to be positive semi-definite, it cannot be regarded

as a kernel matrix. Furthermore, the focus of (Yu et al., 2006; Yu & Chu, 2007) is on

linkage prediction rather than instance classification as in our LWP model.

Our work has also been motivated by the latent space approaches in social network

analysis (Hoff et al., 2002). Let d2
ij = ‖BT

i∗ −BT
j∗‖2 be the squared distance between BT

i∗

and BT
j∗, and D = [d2

ij] be the N×N distance matrix. Then −1
2
EDE = ECE where E is

an N×N centering matrix. This reveals a connection between our model and the latent

distance model in (Hoff, 2007). In addition, we also note that in the latent eigenmodel

(Hoff, 2007) for symmetric relational data, (Hoff, 2007) defined C = UΛUT where U is an

orthogonal matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix but its diagonal elements can be negative.

Thus, C does not play the role of a kernel matrix.

6.5 Experiments

We compare our LWP method with several related methods, such as the standard GP

classifier (GPC) (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006), RGP and XGP, on three real-world data
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sets. The first two are subsets of WebKB (Craven et al., 1998) and Cora (McCallum

et al., 2000) used in XGP. Note that these two subsets are different from those used for

RRMF and PRPCA. The third data set is the PoliticalBook data set used in PRPCA and

XGP. The centralized linear kernel K(ti, tj) = tTi tj (Chu et al., 2007) is used to define the

covariance matrix K in the Wishart distribution defined in (6.2) for all these data sets.

The λ in (6.2) is set to a small number 10−4. All the Bi∗ are initialized to the feature

vectors obtained by KPCA 1 (Schölkopf et al., 1998) based on K + λIN .

Although our method can be applied under the inductive setting, for fair comparison

we run our method under the transductive setting because both RGP and XGP were only

tested under this setting (Silva et al., 2008).2 More specifically, for our LWP method, we

first perform kernel learning based on all the points, including training and test points,

and their links, but without using any label information. Then, based on the learned

kernel, we learn a GP with the training points only and evaluate the learned model on

the test points. Hence, the main difference between our method and other methods is

just in the kernel learning part.

6.5.1 Sensitivity to Parameters

There are four parameters in total which will affect the training of LWP. They are the

dimensionality of the latent space q, the β in (6.2), the γ in (6.4), and the number of

iterations (T ) to optimize L(B). We find that the performance is very stable by setting

1000 ≤ β ≤ 10000. Hence, in all the following experiments, β = 1000.

We first study the effect of γ and T . Here we use the Texas subset of the WebKB

data set to illustrate this. The description of this subset is given in Section 6.5.3. We

find that when γ ≤ 0.01, our algorithm is very stable. The performance, measured in

area under the ROC curve (AUC), and the objective function against the change in T are

illustrated in Figure 6.1, in which the X-axis denotes T , “AUC01” is the performance with

γ = 0.01, “AUC001” is the performance with γ = 0.001, “obj01” is the objective function

values with γ = 0.01 and “obj001” is the objective function values with γ = 0.001. Note

that the objective function values in the figure are transformed to L(B)/105 + 4 for the

convenience of demonstration. We can see that the long-term trend of the objective

function is increasing, and the performance of our algorithm is very stable. For γ = 0.01,

10 iterations are enough to give good performance.

We also test the sensitivity of our method to the change in q on the Texas subset and

1The KPCA here is actually PCA, because for text processing the linear kernel always outperforms other
kernels. Calling it KPCA is just for the consistency of our algorithm, because during the derivation of
our algorithm K can be any kind of kernel.

2In fact, XGP can only work under the transductive setting.
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Figure 6.1: The performance (AUC) and the objective function against the change in the
number of iterations.

the political books data set. Figure 6.2 shows the average AUC with standard deviation

over 100 trials of our method when q is set to different values. Note that we use KPCA

to initialize the Bi∗s. Hence, KPCA actually refers to a GPC with the kernel matrix

computed based on the initial values of Bi∗, i.e., Bi∗(0), in LWP. This means KPCA

corresponds to the case that the iteration number in LWP is set to 0. From Figure 6.2,

we can see that LWP is very robust to the change in q. Furthermore, by comparing LWP

with KPCA 3, it is not difficult to see that the learning method in LWP is very effective.

Note that the performance of GPC on the Texas subset is 0.799± 0.021, and that on the

political books data set is 0.92.

We can see that LWP is robust to parameter changes. In all our following experiments,

unless otherwise stated, we just set β = 1000, γ = 0.01, T = 10, q = 20.

6.5.2 Visualization

The learned Bi∗ can be treated as the feature representation in a latent space, which

can be utilized for data visualization. Here we use the Texas subset of the WebKB data

set to illustrate this. We use the whole data set (827 examples with their links) without

any label information to perform kernel learning with our LWP model. For the sake of

3The comparison between LWP and KPCA is just used to demonstrate that the good performance of
LWP is not from a good initial value but from the learning process. We denote the initial values as
KPCA just because we use KPCA for initialization.
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Figure 6.2: Performance of LWP against the change in degree of freedom q in the Wishart
process (i.e., dimensionality of the latent space).

visualization, q is set to 2. After learning, 100 positive and 100 negative examples are

randomly chosen for visualization. The results are demonstrated in Figure 6.3, where

KPCA refers to the initial values of Bi∗, i.e., Bi∗(0). We can see that different classes

are well separated in the learned latent space by LWP, although the initialization by

KPCA is very poor. Good classification performance can be expected when the examples

are classified in this latent space, which will be verified by our subsequent experiment.

Furthermore, because no label information is used to learn this feature representation,

good clustering performance can also be expected in this learned space.

6.5.3 Performance on WebKB Data Set

The original data set contains 4,160 pages and 9,998 hyperlinks. We adopt the same strat-

egy as that in (Chu et al., 2007; Silva et al., 2008) to translate the hyperlinks into 66,249

undirected linkages over the pages by assuming that two pages are likely to be positively

correlated if they are hyperlinked by the same hub page. Each webpage is represented as

bag-of-words, a vector of “term frequency” components scaled by the “inverse document

frequency”, and then normalized to unit length. This preprocessing step is the same as

that in (Chu et al., 2007). The task is to classify each webpage into two classes: “other”

and “non-other”. The same performance measure (AUC) and the same evaluation strat-

egy as those in (Silva et al., 2008) are adopted for all the methods, i.e., for a specific
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Figure 6.3: Visualization of data points in the transformed space by KPCA and in the
latent space learned by LWP. 100 positive (red cross) and 100 negative (blue circle)
examples are shown.

university, the same 100 subsamples as those in (Chu et al., 2007; Silva et al., 2008) are

used, in each of which 10% of the data points are randomly chosen for training and the

rest for testing.

The average AUC with standard deviation over 100 trials is reported in Table 6.1,

from which we can find that LWP achieves performance at least comparable with the

state of the art for all four universities. In particular, compared with GPC and RGP,

LWP achieves far better results.

Table 6.1: Mean and standard deviation of AUC over 100 rounds of test on the WebKB
data set. All the methods are based on the same data partitions for both training and
testing. #Other and #All refer to the numbers of positive examples and all examples,
respectively. #Links is the number of links in the corresponding data set.

University #Other/#All/#Links GPC RGP XGP LWP

Cornell 617 / 865 / 13177 0.708 ± 0.021 0.884 ± 0.025 0.917 ± 0.022 0.932 ± 0.019
Texas 571 / 827 / 16090 0.799 ± 0.021 0.906 ± 0.026 0.949 ± 0.015 0.960 ± 0.009

Washington 939 / 1205 / 15388 0.782 ± 0.023 0.877 ± 0.024 0.923 ± 0.016 0.935 ± 0.010
Wisconsin 942 / 1263 / 21594 0.839 ± 0.014 0.899 ± 0.015 0.941 ± 0.018 0.940 ± 0.012

6.5.4 Performance on Cora Data Set

The information about the subset from Cora is shown in the second column of Table 6.2.

We adopt the same feature representation scheme as that in (Silva et al., 2008), where

each instance is represented by a feature vector of dimensionality 20,082. For this data

set, very good performance can be achieved even if q is set to as small as 1. Hence, we just

set q to 1 for this data set. For each class, 1% of the whole set is randomly selected for

training and the rest for testing. One hundred rounds of such partitioning are repeated.
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The average AUC with standard deviation is reported in Table 6.2, in which “GPC with

Citation” is the method proposed in (Silva et al., 2008) by adding the citation adjacency

matrix as a binary input feature for each paper. From the table, we can see that LWP is

far better than related methods. In (Silva et al., 2008), the authors said that the AUC

of RGP on this data set is close to 1. So it means that on this data set, LWP is also

comparable with the state of the art.

Table 6.2: Mean and standard deviation of AUC over 100 rounds of test on the Cora
data set. All the methods are based on the same data partitions for both training and
testing. #Pos and #Neg refer to the numbers of positive examples and negative examples,
respectively. #Citations is the number of links in the corresponding data set.

Group #Pos/#Neg/#Citations GPC GPC with Citation XGP LWP

5vs1 346 / 488 / 2466 0.905 ± 0.031 0.891 ± 0.022 0.945 ± 0.053 0.990 ± 0.000
5vs2 346 / 619 / 3417 0.900 ± 0.032 0.905 ± 0.044 0.933 ± 0.059 0.991 ± 0.001
5vs3 346 / 1376 / 3905 0.863 ± 0.040 0.893 ± 0.017 0.883 ± 0.013 0.986 ± 0.001
5vs4 346 / 646 / 2858 0.916 ± 0.030 0.887 ± 0.018 0.951 ± 0.042 0.997 ± 0.000
5vs6 346 / 281 / 1968 0.887 ± 0.054 0.843 ± 0.076 0.955 ± 0.041 0.998 ± 0.000
5vs7 346 / 529 / 2948 0.869 ± 0.045 0.867 ± 0.041 0.926 ± 0.076 0.992 ± 0.002

6.5.5 Performance on PoliticalBook Data Set

The detailed information about PoliticalBook data set can be found in Section 4.4. We

randomly choose half of the whole data for training and the rest for testing. This subsam-

pling process is repeated for 100 rounds and the average AUC with its standard deviation

is reported in Table 6.3 4, from which we can see that LWP is comparable with the state

of the art. Here, KPCA also refers to the method using the initial values of Bi∗s in LWP

to perform classification.

Table 6.3: Experiment on the data set of political books.

GPC RGP XGP KPCA LWP

0.92 0.98 0.98 0.93± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.02

6.5.6 Discussions

From the above experiments, we can see that LWP achieves very promising performance

on all the data sets tested, while RGP and XGP can only perform well on some of

the data sets. More specifically, RGP performs quite well on the Cora data set but it

4The results for GPC, RGP and XGP are taken from (Silva et al., 2008), in which the standard deviation
is not reported.
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performs relatively badly on the WebKB data set. On the other hand, XGP achieves

unsatisfactory performance on the Cora data set. In particular, compared with GPC

which naively discards the relational information in the data, our method achieves far

better results, implying that the relational information is indeed very informative and our

LWP can exploit the information very effectively.

6.6 Conclusion

Relational information is very useful for specifying the similarity between different in-

stances. We have presented a very effective LWP model for performing kernel learning

by seamlessly integrating relational information with the input attributes. Besides the

promising performance for instance classification, LWP can also be used for data visual-

ization and clustering.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERALIZED LATENT FACTOR MODELS

7.1 Introduction

A social network 1 (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994) is often represented as a graph in

which the nodes represent the entities and the edges (or called links) represent the binary

relations between entities. In this chapter, we assume that a graph contains only one

type of entities, which is a typical assumption for SNA (Wasserman & Katherine, 1994).

The edges in a graph can be directed or undirected. If the edges are directed, we call

the graph a directed graph (or directed relation). Otherwise, the graph is an undirected

graph (or undirected relation). Unless otherwise stated, we focus on directed graphs in

this chapter because an undirected edge can be represented by two directed edges with

opposite directions. Some typical networks include friendship networks among people, web

graphs, and paper citation networks. As stated in Section 1.1.2, homophily and stochastic

equivalence are two primary features of interest in social networks. The difference between

homophily and stochastic equivalence is demonstrated in Figure 1.1.

As SNA is becoming more and more important in a wide range of applications, many

SNA models have been proposed (Goldenberg et al., 2009). In this chapter, we focus on

latent variable models (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999) which have been successfully applied

to model social networks (Nowicki & Snijders, 2001; Hoff et al., 2002; Kemp et al., 2006;

Hoff, 2007; Airoldi et al., 2008; Hoff, 2009). These models include: the latent class model

(Nowicki & Snijders, 2001) and its extensions (Kemp et al., 2006; Airoldi et al., 2008),

the latent distance model (Hoff et al., 2002), the latent eigenmodel (Hoff, 2007), and

the multiplicative latent factor model (MLFM) (Hoff, 2009). Among all these models,

the recently proposed latent eigenmodel, which includes both the latent class model and

the latent distance model as special cases, can capture both homophily and stochastic

equivalence in networks. However, it can only model undirected graphs. MLFM (Hoff,

2009) adapts the latent eigenmodel for directed graphs. However, as to be shown in our

experiments, in fact it cannot model well homophily.

In this chapter, we propose a novel model, called generalized latent factor model (GLFM),

for social network analysis by enhancing homophily modeling in MLFM. The learning al-

gorithm of GLFM is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum and has linear-time

1In this chapter, we use the terms ‘network’, ‘social network’ and ‘graph’ interchangeably.
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complexity. Hence, GLFM can be used to model large-scale graphs. Extensive experi-

ments on community detection in some real-world networks show that GLFM dramatically

outperforms existing methods.

Notations for this chapter GLFM is designed to model a directed relation (i.e.,

graph) defined on a set of instances of the same type. Let N denote the number of nodes

in the graph. A is the adjacency (link) matrix for the N nodes. Aij = 1 if there exists a

link from node i to node j. Otherwise, Aij = 0. q denotes the number of latent factors.

In real-world networks, if Aij = 1, we can say that there is a link from i to j. However,

Aij = 0 does not necessarily mean that there is no link from i to j. In most cases,

Aij = 0 means that the link from i to j is missing. Hence, we use an indicator matrix Z

to indicate whether or not an element is missing. More specifically, Zij = 1 means that

Aij is observed while Zij = 0 means that Aij is missing.

7.2 Multiplicative Latent Factor Models

The latent eigenmodel is formulated as follows 2:

Θik = log odds(Aik = 1 |Xi∗,Xk∗, µ) = µ+ Xi∗ΛXT
k∗,

where X is an N × q matrix with Xi∗ denoting the latent representation of node i and

µ is a parameter reflecting the overall density of the links in the network, Λ is a q × q
diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries being either positive or negative. The latent

eigenmodel generalizes both latent class models and latent distance models. It can model

both homophily and stochastic equivalence in undirected graphs.

To adapt the latent eigenmodel for directed graphs, MLFM defines

Θik = µ+ Xi∗ΛWT
k∗, (7.1)

where X and W have orthonormal columns. Note that the key difference between the

latent eigenmodel and MLFM lies in the fact that MLFM adopts a different receiver

factor matrix W which enables MLFM to model directed (asymmetric) graphs. As we

will show in our experiments, this modification in MLFM makes it fail to model homophily

in networks.

Letting Θ = [Θik]
N
i,k=1, we can rewrite MLFM as follows:

Θ = µE + XΛWT , (7.2)

2Note that in this chapter, we assume for simplicity that there is no attribute information for the links.
It is straightforward to integrate attribute information into the existing latent variable models as well
as our proposed model.
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where E is an N×N matrix with all entries being 1.

We find that MLFM is a special case of the following model:

Θ = µE + UVT . (7.3)

For example, we get MLFM by setting U = X and V = WΛ. Furthermore, it is easy to

compute the X, W and Λ in (7.2) based on the learned U and V in (7.3). Hence, in the

sequel, MLFM refers to the model in (7.3).

7.3 Generalized Latent Factor Models

As discussed above, MLFM can capture stochastic equivalence but cannot model well ho-

mophily in directed graphs. Here, we propose our GLFM to enhance homophily modeling

in MLFM.

7.3.1 Model

In GLFM, Θik is defined as follows:

Θik = µ+
1

2
Ui∗U

T
k∗ +

1

2
Ui∗V

T
k∗. (7.4)

Comparing (7.4) to (7.3), we can find that GLFM generalizes MLFM by adding an

extra term Ui∗U
T
k∗.

3 It is this extra term that enables GLFM to model homophily in

networks, which will be detailed in Section 7.3.2 when we analyze the objective function

in (7.9). This will also be demonstrated empirically later in our experiments.

Based on (7.4), the likelihood of the observations can be defined as follows:

p(A |U,V, µ) =
∏
i 6=k

[SAik
ik (1− Sik)1−Aik ]Zik , (7.5)

where

Sik =
exp (Θik)

1 + exp(Θik)
. (7.6)

Note that as in the conventional SNA model, we ignore the diagonal elements of A. That

is, we set Aii = Zii = 0 by default.

3Note that the coefficient 1
2 in (7.4) makes no essential difference between (7.4) and (7.3). It is only for

convenience of computation.
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Furthermore, we put normal priors on the parameters µ, U and V:

p(µ) = N (µ | 0, τ−1),

p(U) =

q∏
j=1

N (U∗j |0, βIN), (7.7)

p(V) =

q∏
j=1

N (V∗j |0, γIN). (7.8)

7.3.2 Learning

Although the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms designed for other latent

variable models can easily be adapted for GLFM, we do not adopt MCMC here for

GLFM because MCMC methods typically incur very high computational cost. We adopt

the MAP estimation strategy to learn the parameters. The log posterior probability can

be computed as follows:

L =
∑
i 6=k

{1

2
AikUi∗U

T
k∗ +

1

2
AikUi∗V

T
k∗ + Aikµ− Zik log

[
1 + exp(Θik)

]}
− 1

2β
tr(UUT )− 1

2γ
tr(VVT )− τ

2
µ2 + c, (7.9)

where c is a constant independent of the parameters. Note that in (7.9) we assume that

all existing links should be observed. That is to say, if Aik = 1, then Zik = 1.

The term AikUi∗U
T
k∗ in (7.9) results from the extra term Ui∗U

T
k∗ in (7.4). In (7.9),

to maximize the objective function L, we have to make Ui∗U
T
k∗ as large as possible if

there exists a link between nodes i and k (i.e., Aik = 1). This conforms to the property of

homophily, i.e., a link is more likely to exist between two nodes with similar characteristics

than between those nodes having different characteristics. Note that here the latent factor

Ui∗ reflects the characteristics of node i. Therefore, the extra term Ui∗U
T
k∗ in (7.4) enables

GLFM to model homophily in networks.

If we directly optimize all the parameters U, V and µ jointly, the computational cost

will be very high. For example, if we want to use second-order information, we generally

need to invert the Hessian matrix where the time complexity is cubic in the number of

parameters.

Here, we adopt an alternating projection strategy to maximize L. More specifically,

each time we optimize one parameter, such as U, with the other parameters fixed.
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Learning U

To learn U, we optimize each row of it with all other rows fixed. The gradient vector and

Hessian matrix can be computed as follows:

∂L

∂UT
i∗

= − 1

β
UT
i∗ +

1

2
VT
[
AT
i∗ − (Zi∗ ◦ Si∗)

T
]

+
1

2
UT
[
AT
i∗ + A∗i − (Zi∗ ◦ Si∗)

T − Z∗i ◦ S∗i

]
,

∂2L

∂UT
i∗∂Ui∗

=− 1

β
Iq −

1

4

∑
k,k 6=i

{
ZikSik(1− Sik)[Uk∗ + Vk∗]

T [Uk∗ + Vk∗]
}

− 1

4

∑
k,k 6=i

{
ZkiSki(1− Ski)UT

k∗Uk∗

}
.

Since both the gradient vector and Hessian matrix depend on Si∗ which is a function

of Ui∗, we have to resort to iterative methods to find the optimal values. Here, we devise

a minorization-maximization (MM) algorithm (Lang et al., 2000) to learn it. MM is a

so-called EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) without missing data, alternating between

constructing a concave lower bound of the objective function and maximizing that bound.

Since 0 < Sik <
1
2
, we can get Sik(1− Sik) < 1

4
.

Let us define:

Hi = − 1

β
Iq −

1

16

∑
k,k 6=i

{
Zik[Uk∗ + Vk∗]

T [Uk∗ + Vk∗]
}
− 1

16

∑
k,k 6=i

{
ZkiU

T
k∗Uk∗

}
.

It is easy to prove that ∂2L
∂UT

i∗∂Ui∗
� Hi.

Let

f(Ui∗) = L(Ui∗(t)) + [Ui∗ −Ui∗(t)]×
∂L

∂UT
i∗

(t) +
1

2
[Ui∗ −Ui∗(t)]Hi(t)[Ui∗ −Ui∗(t)]

T ,

where Ui∗(t) denotes the value of the former iteration and Hi(t) is computed with the

updated U except for Ui∗.

Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 7.1 L(Ui∗) ≥ f(Ui∗), which means that f(Ui∗) is a lower bound of L(Ui∗).

The proof of Theorem 7.1 is simple and we omit it here.

We can see that f(Ui∗) has a quadratic form of Ui∗. By setting the gradient of f(Ui∗)

with respect to Ui∗ to 0, we have the update rule for Ui∗:

Ui∗(t+ 1) = Ui∗(t)−
[ ∂L
∂UT

i∗
(t)
]T
×Hi(t)

−1. (7.10)
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Learning V

The gradient vector and Hessian matrix of Vi∗ can be computed as follows:

∂L

∂VT
i∗

= −1

γ
VT
i∗ +

1

2
UT
[
A∗i − (Z∗i ◦ S∗i)

]
∂2L

∂VT
i∗∂Vi∗

= −1

γ
Iq −

1

4

∑
k,k 6=i

{
ZkiSki(1− Ski)UT

k∗Uk∗

}
. (7.11)

Let

Gi = −1

γ
Iq −

1

16

∑
k,k 6=i

{
ZkiU

T
k∗Uk∗

}
, (7.12)

we can prove that ∂2L
∂VT

i∗∂Vi∗
� Gi.

Similar to the update rule for Ui∗, we can obtain the update rule for Vi∗ as follows:

Vi∗(t+ 1) = Vi∗(t)−
[ ∂L
∂VT

i∗
(t)
]T
×Gi(t)

−1, (7.13)

where Vi∗(t) denotes the value of the former iteration and Gi(t) is computed with the

updated parameters except for Vi∗.

Learning µ

Using similar learning techniques as those for U and V, we can get the update rule for µ:

µ(t+ 1) = µ(t) +
4[
∑

k 6=i(Aik − ZikSik)− τµ(t)]

4τ +
∑

k 6=i Zik
.

7.3.3 Convergence and Complexity Analysis

With the MM algorithm, the learning procedure of GLFM is guaranteed to converge to a

local maximum.

The time complexity to compute the gradient and Hessian for node i is linear to the

total number of ones in both Z∗i and Zi∗. In general, this number is O(1) because the

observations in real networks are always very sparse. Furthermore, since Hi and Gi are

q×q, the computational complexity to invert the Hessian matrices is O(q3). Typically, q

is a very small number. Hence, to update the whole U and V, only O(N) time is needed.
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7.4 Experiments

There exist many different SNA tasks such as social position and role estimation (Wasser-

man & Katherine, 1994), link prediction (Hoff, 2009), node classification (Taskar et al.,

2002; Silva et al., 2008), community detection (Yang et al., 2009a), and so on. Here,

we adopt the same evaluation strategy as that in (Yang et al., 2009a, 2009b) for social

community detection. The main reason for choosing this task is that from our model for-

mulation we can clearly see the difference between GLFM and other latent factor models.

However, many other models from different research communities have also been proposed

for SNA. It is difficult to figure out the connection and difference between those models

and GLFM from the formulation perspective. Hence, we use empirical evaluation to com-

pare them. Most mainstream models have been compared in (Yang et al., 2009a, 2009b)

for community detection, which provides a good platform for our empirical comparison.

For MLFM and GLFM, we adopt k-means to perform clustering based on the normal-

ized latent representation U. Here normalization means that the latent representation

of each node is divided by its length. Since the magnitude of Ui∗ reflects the activity

of i, we select the most active user as the first seed of the k-means, and then choose a

point as the seed of the next community if summation of the distances between this point

and all the existing seeds is the largest one. Hence, the initialization of k-means is fixed.

The hyperparameters τ , β and γ are tuned to make GLFM achieve the best performance.

More specifically, τ is fixed to 106, β and γ are set to 2. We set Z = A, which means we

only model the observed links.

7.4.1 Data Sets

As in (Yang et al., 2009a), we use two paper citation networks, Cora and Citeseer data sets
4, for evaluation. Both data sets contain content information in addition to the directed

links.

The Cora data set used for evaluation here is a subset of the larger Cora set (Craven

et al., 1998). It contains 2708 research papers from the seven subfields of machine learn-

ing: case-based reasoning, genetic algorithms, neural networks, probabilistic methods, re-

inforcement learning, rule learning, and theory. Each paper is described by a 0/1-valued

word vector indicating the absence/presence of the corresponding word from a dictionary

of 1433 unique words. There are overall 5429 citations (links) between the papers.

The Citeseer data set contains 3312 papers which can be classified into six categories.

Each paper is described by a 0/1-valued word vector indicating the absence/presence of

4The two data sets can be downloaded from http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/linqs/projects/
lbc/index.html.
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the corresponding word from a dictionary of 3703 unique words. There are overall 4732

citations (links) between the papers. After deleting the self-links, we obtain 4715 links

for our evaluation.

7.4.2 Evaluation Metric

As in (Yang et al., 2009a), we use Normalized Mutual Information (NMI ), Pairwise F-

Measure (PWF ) and Modularity (Modu) as metrics to measure the clustering accuracy of

our model. For all the algorithms, we set the number of communities to the ground-truth

number of class labels in the data.

Assume that the ground-truth community structure is C = {C1, C2, · · · , CK}, where

K is the number of communities and Ck denotes the set of nodes belonging to the kth

community. If the community assignment by an algorithm is C ′ = {C ′1, C ′2, · · · , C ′K}, we

can compute the NMI as follows:

NMI (C, C ′) =

∑
k,j

{
p(Ck, C ′j) log

p(Ck,C′j)

p(Ck)p(C′j)

}
max

(
H(C), H(C ′)

) ,

where H(C) and H(C ′) denote the entropies of the partitions C and C ′. The larger the

NMI, the better the algorithm.

The PWF is defined as follows:

PWF =
2× P ×R
P +R

,

where P = |Y
⋂
Y ′|

|Y ′| , R = |Y
⋂
Y ′|

|Y| , Y is the set of node pairs having the same ground-truth

label, and Y ′ is the set of node pairs assigned to the same community by the algorithm.

We can see that the larger the PWF, the better the algorithm.

Given a community assignment by an algorithm C ′ = {C ′1, C ′2, · · · , C ′K}, the modu-

larity Modu (Newman, 2006) is computed as follows:

Modu =
K∑
k=1

[
Cut(C ′k, C ′k)
Cut(C ′, C ′) −

(Cut(C ′k, C ′)
Cut(C ′, C ′)

)2
]
,

where Cut(C ′k, C ′j) =
∑

p∈C′k,q∈C′j Apq.

7.4.3 Baselines

We compare GLFM with the closely related method MLFM (Hoff, 2009). The U and V in

both MLFM and GLFM are initialized by PCA on the content information. In addition,
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we also adopt the methods introduced in (Yang et al., 2009a) and (Yang et al., 2009b)

for comparison. Those methods can be divided into three groups: link-based methods,

content-based methods, and link+content based methods.

The link-based methods include: PHITS (Cohn & Chang, 2000), LDA-Link (Ero-

sheva et al., 2004)–an extension of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for link analysis, the

popularity-based conditional link model (PCL) (Yang et al., 2009b), and the normalized

cut (NCUT) for spectral clustering (Shi & Malik, 2000).

The content-based methods include: the probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Hof-

mann, 1999), LDA-Word, and NCUT respectively with the Gaussian RBF kernel and the

probabilistic product (PP) kernel (Jebara et al., 2004).

The link+content based methods include: PHITS-PLSA (Cohn & Hofmann, 2000),

LDA-Link-Word (Erosheva et al., 2004), link-content matrix factorization (LCMF) (Zhu

et al., 2007), NCUT, PCL-PLSA, PHITS-DC, PCL-DC and C-PLDC. Here PCL-PLSA

represents the combination of PCL and PLSA, PHITS-DC represents the PHITS model

combined with the discriminative content model (DC), PCL-DC represents the PCL model

combined with DC, and C-PLDC refers to the combined popularity-driven link model and

DC model (Yang et al., 2009a). Moreover, the setting for t in C-PLDC follows that in

(Yang et al., 2009a). More specifically, C-PLDC(t = 1) denotes a special case of C-PLDC

without popularity modeling (Yang et al., 2009a).

7.4.4 Illustration

Here, we use real data to verify our claim that MLFM cannot model homophily effec-

tively. On the contrary, GLFM provides a potential approach for modeling homophily in

networks.

We sample a subset from Cora for illustration. The sampled data set contains two

classes. The learned latent representations U for the data instances are illustrated in

Figure 7.1, where the blue circle and red cross are used to denote the data instances

from two different classes respectively, and the (directed) black edges are the citation

relationships between the data points. In Figure 7.1, (a) and (c) show the original learned

latent factors of MLFM and GLFM, respectively, (b) and (d) show the corresponding

normalized latent factors of MLFM and GLFM, respectively. Here normalization means

that we divide the latent factor of each node by its length. Hence, it is clear to see that all

the points in (b) and (d) have unit length. Note that for fair comparison all the different

subfigures from (a) to (d) are generated automatically by our program with the same

parameter settings and initial values.

In (a) and (b) of Figure 7.1, two instances are more likely to be close if they are
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connected by or connect to the same instance, which is just the feature of stochastic

equivalence. However, there exist many links across the inner part of the circle in (b),

which means that two instances linked with each other are not necessarily close in the

latent space. This just violates the feature of homophily. Hence, we can conclude that

MLFM cannot effectively model homophily in networks.

In (c) and (d) of Figure 7.1, homophily is obvious since two nodes are close to each

other in general if there exists a link between them.
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the homophily and stochastic equivalence modeling in networks.
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7.4.5 Convergence Speed

When q = 20, the objective function values of GLFM against the iteration number T are

plotted in Figure 7.2, from which we can see that our learning procedure with the MM

method for GLFM converges very fast. We set the maximum iterative number T as T = 5

in all our following experiments.
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Figure 7.2: Convergence speed of GLFM.

7.4.6 Sensitivity to Parameters

In GLFM, q (the dimension of the latent space) is the main parameter to affect its

performance. Figure 7.3 shows the performance of GLFM when q takes different values.

We see that GLFM is not sensitive to q as long as q is not too small. Unless otherwise

stated, we set q = 20.
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Figure 7.3: Sensitivity to the parameter q of GLFM.
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7.4.7 Accuracy Comparison

We compare GLFM with all the baselines introduced in Section 7.4.3 in terms of NMI,

PWF andModu. The results are reported in Table 7.1, from which we can see that GLFM

achieves the best performance on all the data sets for the three criteria. Especially for

the Citeseer data set, GLFM dramatically outperforms the second best model. According

to the prior knowledge, the paper citation networks are more likely to exhibit homophily

because the citations often exist among papers from the same community. This can

explain why GLFM can achieve such good performance on these data sets. Hence, GLFM

provides a way to model networks which cannot be modeled well by MLFM.

Table 7.1: Community detection performance on Cora and Citeseer data sets (the best
performance is shown in bold face).

Cora Citeseer

Algorithm NMI PWF Modu NMI PWF Modu

PHITS 0.0570 0.1894 0.3929 0.0101 0.1773 0.4588
Link LDA-Link 0.0762 0.2278 0.2189 0.0356 0.2363 0.2211

PCL 0.0884 0.2055 0.5903 0.0315 0.1927 0.6436
NCUT 0.1715 0.2864 0.2701 0.1833 0.3252 0.6577

PLSA 0.2107 0.2864 0.2682 0.0965 0.2298 0.2885
Content LDA-Word 0.2310 0.2774 0.2970 0.1342 0.2880 0.3022

NCUT(RBF kernel) 0.1317 0.2457 0.1839 0.0976 0.2386 0.2133
NCUT(pp kernel) 0.1804 0.2912 0.2487 0.1986 0.3282 0.4802

PHITS-PLSA 0.3140 0.3526 0.3956 0.1188 0.2596 0.3863
LDA-Link-Word 0.3587 0.3969 0.4576 0.1920 0.3045 0.5058
LCMF 0.1227 0.2456 0.1664 0.0934 0.2361 0.2011

Link NCUT(RBF kernel) 0.2444 0.3062 0.3703 0.1592 0.2957 0.4280
+ NCUT(pp kernel) 0.3866 0.4214 0.5158 0.1986 0.3282 0.4802

Content PCL-PLSA 0.3900 0.4233 0.5503 0.2207 0.3334 0.5505
PHITS-DC 0.4359 0.4526 0.6384 0.2062 0.3295 0.6117
PCL-DC 0.5123 0.5450 0.6976 0.2921 0.3876 0.6857
C-PLDC(t=1) 0.4294 0.4264 0.5877 0.2303 0.3340 0.5530
C-PLDC 0.4887 0.4638 0.6160 0.2756 0.3611 0.5582

MLFM 0.3640 0.3874 0.2325 0.2558 0.3356 0.0089
GLFM 0.5229 0.5545 0.7234 0.3951 0.5053 0.7563

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a generalized latent factor model is proposed to model homophily in social

networks with directed links. A linear-time learning algorithm with convergence guarantee

is proposed to learn the parameters. Experimental results on community detection in

real-world networks show that our model can effectively model homophily to outperform

state-of-the-art methods.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we conclude the whole thesis and propose several possible directions for

future pursuit.

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have proposed a series of novel SRL models, called relational factor mod-

els (RFMs), by extending traditional latent factor models from i.i.d. domains to relational

domains. Unlike the existing mainstream SRL models such as PLMs and PRMs which

need to perform time-consuming structure learning, our RFMs provide an alternative way

for SRL which is efficient enough for large-scale SRL problems. We briefly summarize our

RFMs here:

• Relation regularized matrix factorization (RRMF): We propose a novel MF method,

called RRMF, for relational data analysis. By using relational information to reg-

ularize the content MF procedure, RRMF seamlessly integrates both the relational

information and the content information into a principled framework. We propose

a linear-time learning algorithm with convergence guarantee to learn the parame-

ters of RRMF. Extensive experiments on linked-document classification show that

RRMF can outperform other MF variants.

• Probabilistic relational PCA (PRPCA): By explicitly modeling covariance between

instances as derived from the relational information, we propose a novel probabilistic

projection method, called PRPCA, for relational data analysis. Although the i.i.d.

assumption is no longer adopted in PRPCA, the learning algorithms for PRPCA

can still be devised easily like those for PPCA which makes explicit use of the i.i.d.

assumption. Experiments on real-world data sets show that PRPCA can effectively

utilize the relational information to dramatically outperform PCA.

• Sparse probabilistic relational projection (SPRP): We propose a sparse version of

PRPCA, called SPRP, to learn a sparse projection matrix for relational dimension-

ality reduction. The sparsity in SPRP is achieved by imposing on the projection

matrix a sparsity-inducing prior such as the Laplace prior or Jeffreys prior. An EM

algorithm is derived to learn the parameters of SPRP. Compared with PRPCA,
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the sparsity in SPRP not only makes the results more interpretable but also makes

the projection operation much more efficient without compromising its accuracy.

Furthermore, compared with traditional sparse projection methods based on the

i.i.d. assumption, SPRP can learn a more discriminative projection by explicitly

modeling the covariance between instances.

• Latent Wishart processes (LWP): We propose a novel relational kernel learning

model, called LWP, to learn the kernel function for relational data. This is done

by seamlessly integrating the relational information and the input attributes into

the kernel learning process. Through extensive experiments on real-world applica-

tions, we demonstrate that our LWP model can give very promising performance in

practice.

• Generalized latent factor model (GLFM): We propose a novel model, called GLFM,

to model social networks with directed links by enhancing homophily modeling in

MLFM. We devise a learning algorithm with linear-time complexity and convergence

guarantee to learn the model parameters. Extensive experiments on some real-

world networks show that GLFM can effectively model homophily to dramatically

outperform state-of-the-art methods.

The connections and differences between our RFMs are illustrated in Figure 1.2, from

which we can see that our RFMs range from transductive to inductive, from parametric

to nonparametric, and from undirected relation modeling to directed relation modeling.

More specifically, GLFM can be used to model directed relations, while all the other mod-

els can only model undirected relations. PRPCA and SPRP can learn a transformation

matrix (W) to perform dimensionality reduction, and subsequently, they are parametric.

However, RRMF and LWP do not have a parametric form, and hence they are nonpara-

metric. PRPCA, SPRP and LWP can be used to perform out-of-sample inference, which

means that they have inductive inference ability. However, RRMF can not be used for

out-of-sample inference, and hence can only be used for transductive inference.

In general, nonparametric methods have stronger representation ability than para-

metric methods. For example, RRMF has achieved better performance than PRPCA and

SPRP on Cora and WebKB data sets. However, it is not easy to perform out-of-sample

(i.e., inductive) inference for nonparametric methods. For example, RRMF cannot be

used for out-of-sample inference at all and LWP has time complexity of O(N3) for out-

of-sample inference. Therefore, if out-of-sample inference is unnecessary, we can choose

both RRMF and LWP, but RRMF is faster than LWP. Otherwise, if we need to perform

out-of-sample inference, we can choose PRPCA (or SPRP) and LWP, but PRPCA is

faster than LWP. If we want to perform feature selection or to get interpretable results,
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SPRP is a good choice. In sum, our proposed RFMs in this thesis provide a toolbox for

different learning settings in SRL.

As stated in Section 1.1, a relational data set can be represented by a set of matrices.

Currently, the proposed RFMs in this thesis can only model relational data sets containing

one or two matrices. However, it is easy to extend our RFMs to model data sets with

more than two matrices by adopting the same techniques as those in collective matrix

factorization (CMF) (Singh & Gordon, 2008a, 2008b; Singh, 2009) 1. The basic idea is to

share latent factors for different relations if those relations share the same entities. More

specifically, let Rk
ij denote the kth relation between entity type Ei and Ej, and Ui are the

latent factors for Ei. Since Rk
ij and Rp

im share the same entity type Ei, the same Ui should

be used for Ei in these two relations. More details and examples can be found in (Singh,

2009; Sutskever et al., 2009).

As stated in Section 2.1.1, there exist many different SRL tasks, such as link-based

clustering (i.e., social community detection) and link prediction. Although in this thesis

we mainly perform experiments for linked-document classification and social community

detection, our RFMs can also be used for other tasks. For example, we can use the

learned latent factors B in LWP for link prediction. If the distance between Bi∗ and Bj∗

is less than some threshold, we can say that there exists a link between instances i and

j. This prediction strategy can be expected to achieve good performance, based on the

illustration in Figure 6.3. Similarly, other RFMs can also be used for link prediction.

From Figure 7.1(c), we can see that the magnitude of the latent factor Ui∗ in GLFM can

reflect the activity of instance i. Hence, we can adapt the learned results of GLFM for

ranking problems. In sum, our RFMs are flexible enough to provide potential solutions

for different SRL tasks. All these possible extensions with empirical verifications are left

for our future pursuit.

8.2 Future Work

In future work, we will pursue the following potential directions:

• Improving the current RFMs: As the link-content sup. MF in (Zhu et al., 2007), we

can incorporate label information into RRMF to get a supervised version of RRMF.

As for PRPCA, we can extend it to handle data with missing values. In addition,

a mixture of PRPCA is also very interesting. As for SPRP, we will consider other

sparsity-inducing priors and empirically compare them. As for LWP, the current

1CMF can also be treated as a latent factor model for SRL. The underlying principle of CMF is similar
to that of LCMF (Zhu et al., 2007). Hence, as stated in Chapter 3, CMF cannot model well some
relations exhibiting homophily.
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learning algorithm does not necessarily converge. We will design more sophisticated

algorithms to learn the parameters in LWP. As for GLFM, it can only perform

transductive inference. It is very meaningful to extend it for out-of-sample inference.

• Designing dynamic RFMs: Most traditional relational models and our RFMs intro-

duced above can only model static network which is either derived from an aggre-

gation of data over all time or taken as a snapshot of data at a specific point in

time. However, many real-world networks are dynamic which means that the rela-

tionships between the instances will evolve over time. For example, in a network of

friendships, A and B will not necessarily be friends at time t + 1 even if they are

friends at time t. How to extend our RFMs to model dynamic relational data will

be very interesting but challenging.

• Applying RFMs for other SRL tasks and new applications: As said above, our

RFMs can easily be adapted for other SRL tasks such as link prediction and rank-

ing. Extensive empirical evaluation of our RFMs on other SRL tasks will be very

interesting. Furthermore, SRL can be applied to a large variety of application ar-

eas, such as web mining, social network analysis, bioinformatics, economics and

marketing. In our future work, besides linked-document classification and social

community detection, we will apply our models to other application domains, which

is practically important and will also give insights for us to develop novel SRL

models.
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APPENDIX A

NOTATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A.1 Notations

Some commonly used notations in this thesis are listed in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Notations

R real number space
Rd d-dimensional Euclidean space
K boldface uppercase letters denote matrices
K ∈ Rm×n K is of size m× n
Ki∗ the ith row of matrix K
K∗j the jth column of matrix K
Kij the (i, j)th entry of matrix K
z boldface lowercase letters denote (column) vectors
zi the ith element of vector z
zi vector indexed for some purpose
KT transpose of matrix K
K−1 inverse of matrix K
tr(K) trace of matrix K
etr(K) exp(tr(K))
K � 0 K is positive semidefinite (psd)
K � 0 K is positive definite (pd)
K �M K−M � 0
‖K‖1 the L1 norm of matrix K
‖K‖2 equal to tr(KTK)
In identity matrix of size n× n
0 a matrix with zeroes in all entries
e a vector of 1s
N (·) normal distributions or multivariate normal distributions
Nm,n(·) for matrix variate normal distributions
K ◦ L Hadamard (elementwise) product
K⊗ L Kronecker product
〈·〉 expectation operation
cov(·) covariance operation
diag(v) convert the vector v into a diagonal matrix
X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} a set of n points
|X | cardinality of set X
|K| determinant if K is a matrix
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A.2 Abbreviations

Table A.2 lists some abbreviations and their corresponding full names in this thesis.

Table A.2: Abbreviations and their corresponding full names

EM expectation-maximization
GLFM generalized latent factor model
GP Gaussian process
HCI heuristic collective inference
ILP inductive logic programming
LCMF link-content matrix factorization
LFM latent factor model
LSI latent semantic indexing
LVM latent variable model
LWP latent Wishart process
MF matrix factorization
MLFM multiplicative latent factor model
MLN Markov logic network
MM minorization-maximization
MMMF maximum margin matrix factorization
PCA principal component analysis
PLM probabilistic logic model
PPCA probabilistic PCA
PRM probabilistic relational model
PRPCA probabilistic relational PCA
RBN relational Bayesian network
RDN relational dependency network
RFM relational factor model
RGP relational Gaussian process
RKL relational kernel learning
RMN relational Markov network
RRMF relation regularized matrix factorization
SNA social network analysis
SPCA sparse PCA
SPRP sparse probabilistic relational projection
SRL statistical relational learning
SVD singular value decomposition
SVM support vector machine
XGP mixed graph Gaussian process
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION

B.1 Derivation of the EM Algorithm for PRPCA

The complete-data log-likelihood is

Lc = ln p(T,X)

= ln p(T | X) + ln p(X)

= −Nd
2

lnσ2 − 1

2σ2

[
tr
[
(T− µeT )∆(T− µeT )T

]
− 2tr

[
(T− µeT )∆XTWT

]
+ tr(WTWX∆XT )

]
, (B.1)

where we have omitted the terms independent of the parameters W and σ2. It is easy to

find that X and X∆XT are the complete-data sufficient statistics for W and σ2.

Based on the definition of p(X) in (4.11) and p(T | X) in (4.12), and using some

properties of matrix variate normal distributions (Gupta & Nagar, 2000), we can get

p(X | T) = Nq,N(M−1WT (T− µeT ), σ2M−1 ⊗Φ), (B.2)

where M = WTW + σ2Iq.

Then, we can get

〈X〉 = M−1WT (T− µeT ), (B.3)

〈X∆XT 〉 = Nσ2M−1 + 〈X〉∆〈X〉T , (B.4)

where the result of 〈X∆XT 〉 is derived based on Theorem 2.3 and the fact that tr(∆Φ) =

tr(IN) = N .

The E-step computes the expectation of Lc with respect to p(X | T,W(t), σ2(t)),

giving

Q(W, σ2 |W(t), σ2(t)) =− Nd

2
lnσ2 − 1

2σ2

[
tr
[
(T− µeT )∆(T− µeT )T

]
− 2tr

[
(T− µeT )∆〈X〉TWT

]
+ tr(WTW〈X∆XT 〉)

]
, (B.5)

where W(t) and σ2(t) denote the parameter values of the tth iteration, and 〈X〉 and

〈X∆XT 〉 are computed based on W(t) and σ2(t).
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In the M-step, Q(W, σ2 |W(t), σ2(t)) is maximized with respect to W and σ2, giving

their new values:

W(t+ 1) = (T− µeT )∆〈X〉T 〈X∆XT 〉−1 = HW(t)
(
σ2(t)Iq + M−1(t)WT (t)HW(t)

)−1

,

σ2(t+ 1) =
tr(H−HW(t)M−1(t)WT (t+ 1))

d
,

where H is defined in (4.15). Note that in (4.21) and (4.22), for notational convenience,

W and σ2 are used to denote the old values of the tth iteration, and W̃ and σ̃2 are for

the updated new values of the (t+ 1)th iteration.

B.2 Derivation of the EM Algorithm for SPRP

According to the graphical model of SPRP, we can get

ln p(Θ |T,Z,X) = ln p(T,Z,X,Θ) + c2

= ln p(T |X,Θ) + ln p(X) + ln p(W |Z) + ln p(Z) + c2

=− 1

2σ2

{
tr
[
(T− µeT )∆(T− µeT )T

]
− 2tr

[
(T− µeT )∆XTWT

]
+ tr(WTWX∆XT )

}
− Nd

2
lnσ2 −

d∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

W 2
ij

2Zij
+ c3, (B.6)

where c2 and c3 are constants independent of the parameters.

From (B.6), we can find that 〈X〉, 〈X∆XT 〉 and 〈 1
Zij
〉 are the sufficient statistics for

W and σ2.

From the graphical model of SPRP, we can get

p(Z,X |Θ,T) = p(X |T,Θ)p(Z |W).

From Bayes’ rule, we get

p(X |T,Θ) =
p(T |X,Θ)p(X |Θ)

p(T |Θ)

= Nq,N(M−1WT (T− µeT ), σ2M−1 ⊗Φ),

where M = WTW + σ2Iq.
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We can also get

p(Zij |Wij) =
p(Wij |Zij)p(Zij)

p(Wij)

=

√
λ

2πZij
exp

{
−W

2
ij

2Zij
− λ

2
Zij +

√
λ‖Wij‖1

}
,

p(Z |W) =
d∏
i=1

q∏
j=1

p(Zij |Wij).

Then, the sufficient statistics can be computed as follows:

〈X〉 = M−1WT (T− µeT ),

〈X∆XT 〉 = Nσ2M−1 + 〈X〉∆〈X〉T ,

〈 1

Zij
〉 =

√
λ

‖Wij‖1

.

Hence,

Q(Θ |Θ(t)) =− 1

2σ2

{
tr[(T− µeT )∆(T− µeT )T ]− 2tr[(T− µeT )∆〈X〉TWT ]

+ tr[WTW〈X∆XT 〉]
}
− Nd

2
lnσ2 −

d∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

〈 1

Zij
〉W

2
ij

2
,

where 〈X〉, 〈X∆XT 〉 and 〈 1
Zij
〉 are computed based on Θ(t).

To compute W, we can get argmaxWQ (Θ |Θ(t)) = argminW f(W) where

f(W) =tr
[
WTW〈X∆XT 〉

]
− 2tr

[
(T− µeT )∆〈X〉TWT

]
+ σ2

d∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

〈 1

Zij
〉W 2

ij

=
d∑
i=1

{
Wi∗[〈X∆XT 〉+ σ2Λi]W

T
i∗ − 2(Ti∗ − µieT )∆〈X〉TWT

i∗
}
,

with

Λi = diag
(
〈 1

Zi1
〉, · · · , 〈 1

Ziq
〉
)
.

Hence, in the M-step, we can update W as follows:

W̃i∗ = (Ti∗ − µieT )∆〈X〉T [〈X∆XT 〉+ σ2Λi]
−1.

Note that when Wij goes to zero, the term
√
λ

‖Wij‖1 in Λi will become arbitrarily large

and hence will make the computation unstable. To overcome this computational problem,

we rewrite the updating of W as follows:

W̃i∗ = (Ti∗ − µieT )∆〈X〉TΣi[〈X∆XT 〉Σi + σ2Iq]
−1,
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where Σi = Λ−1
i = diag

(‖Wi1‖1√
λ
, · · · , ‖Wiq‖1√

λ

)
.

We can further rewrite W̃ as

W̃i∗ = Hi∗WM−1Σi

[
(σ2Iq + M−1WTHW)M−1Σi +

σ2

N
Iq
]−1

.

By setting the gradient of Q(Θ |Θ(t)) with respect to σ2 to zero, σ2 can be updated

as follows:

σ̃2 =
tr[H−HWM−1W̃T ]

d
.
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